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It’s my pleasure to pen the introduction to this year’s One 
Nucleus Annual Review 2023, our opportunity to introduce 
One Nucleus, showcase our members and their excellence and 
update you on our own journey.

In this publication, you will find a thorough introduction to One 
Nucleus along with a high-level summary of our offer and delivered 
activities. One Nucleus is primarily about its members and the 
expertise they share. I am delighted, therefore, that a significant 
percentage of our Annual Review is dedicated to key insight articles authored by our members 
that exemplify the types of insight and expertise that can be accessed through engagement.

About One Nucleus

Established as Eastern Region Biotechnology Initiative (ERBI) in 1997 then merged with the 
London Biotechnology Network (LBN) in 2010 to form One Nucleus Ltd, the organisation is 
headquartered in Cambridge, UK. One Nucleus provides support and services to life science 
companies by way of access to learning & development resources, savings, events and peer-to-
peer networking. We advocate the strengths (and needs) of our members to ensure potential 
partners, investors, employees and policy makers are aware of the collective life science asset our 
members represent.

A not-for-profit entity  funded by member annual subscriptions, event-derived income and 
administration fees on services such as our Group Purchasing Scheme and Training Courses, One 
Nucleus continually evolves its offer to respond to the changing external operating environment 
encountered by its members. The key drivers of bringing together the best innovation, best 
people and smart investment do not change and hence the core membership offer has remained 
focused on these pillars. Providing local, UK-wide and international connectivity, complemented 
by practical support on operational, investment and technology trends, One Nucleus seeks 
to enable our members to maximise their performance. In contrast to many of our peer 
organisations, One Nucleus does not subscribe to the approach of differentiating excellence on 
the basis of business model when it comes to membership fee structure and thus engagement.

The One Nucleus Membership Base

One Nucleus membership is drawn from the across the diverse life science sector, all playing vital 
roles in the creation, protection, investment, infrastructure and accommodation of a Life Science 
ecosystem responsible for translating world class invention and innovation into patient benefit, 
economic development and returns on investment. Accelerating the speed and efficiency of 
traversing the process from ideation to patient, as represented here, is the mutual goal of both 
One Nucleus and our members. 

 
A Warm Welcome from Tony Jones 
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The distribution of membership by primary business focus is illustrated below. The diversity 
reflects the breadth of the One Nucleus ecosystem and the attraction of the value propositoion 
to a wide variety of business types. 

Being inclusive of excellence, irrespective of business model, stage and area of expertise is 
an important message to communicate, particularly for a sector that needs to compete with 
other attractive sectors for the best people as the nature of R&D and the sector diversifies in the 
required skills. 

One Nucleus Geography:

The historic footprint of the merged groups has meant membership has been concentrated 
(~70%) in the Greater Cambridge (EoE) and Greater London clusters, including key clusters such 
as Stevenage and Norwich. That said, membership from outside that region continues to grow.  
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Making the Right Connections

A key advantage to any company joining One Nucleus is the ability to connect to potential 
partners, investors, service providers, clients and their peers for knowledge-sharing. Along with 
the evolution of R&D strategies as technologies evolve, there is also a gradual transition that 
happens within any nascent industry sector when it comes to connectivity with peers. In the 
beginning, clusters resemble a close-knit community where the majority of people know the 
majority of others. With growth of the industry, and hence cluster, the stitches of that knitting 
become vastly more numerous and thus looser, since it is not possible to have such close 
relationships with the majority.

The role of a membership group such as One Nucleus transitions from one of nurturing a 
community to enabling an environment for deal flow. Those serendipitous conversations and 
knowledge sharing that happen frequently in a very familiar community can become less 
frequent in a larger environment, which can ultimately hinder the speed and success rate of 
translating ideas to products and start-ups to operational high-growth businesses. The manner 
in which One Nucleus supports innovation has a clear focus on peer-to-peer engagement that 
increases the probability of those key conversations and meetings through our Virtual Innovation 
Centre approach, our Events portfolio and our global collaborations.

Virtual Innovation Centre (VIC)

The Virtual Innovation Centre approach is a means to conceptualise the One Nucleus support 
for innovation being translated into successful businesses, products and services. Unlike a 
traditional innovation centre, where physical capacity is a factor, viewing One Nucleus as an 
innovation centre without walls encapsulates the immense breadth of excellence One Nucleus is 
able to facilitate access to for innovators. 

For those starting and growing life science business, new challenges continually arise 
irrespective of business model and often previous experience since external factors are very 
dynamic. It is valuable to get sage advice early in the planning process. One Nucleus acts as an 
efficient Map & Sat Nav to the expert and peer connections who can provide such advice.
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The portfolio of One 
Nucleus events is 
completely structured 
around encouraging 
those key conversations, 
meetings and 
knowledge-sharing that 
enables deal flow. 

Whether the ‘deal’ 
is about R&D 
collaborations, 
investment, recruitment, 
advisory services, 
contract research 
provision or other, 
our aim is to create 
that environment for 
transactions to follow. 

It’s also not all about 
members talking to members, of course. Much like no single company undertakes all the 
biomedical research they need to know about, a membership group needs to be a magnet for 
non-members to find its members and to that end, where possible One Nucleus allows non-
members to participate in activities and for that inclusive reason, the One Nucleus network is far 
wider and comprehensive than the core membership. 

Thinking Globally:

Whilst this is vital locally, the ability to connect to other regions, especially internationally, is 
also valued. To support our members in their growth aspirations, One Nucleus maintains strong 
relationships with like-minded support groups across Europe, North America and Asia. The 
collaborator coverage is illustrated here. 

One Nucleus’ international connectivity is maintained through membership of the Council 
for European BioRegions (CEBR); supporting inward and outward trade visits; collaboration 

with UK Department for Business & 
Trade; Collaboration with peer groups 
in N America, Asia and Australasia; 
and attendance and exhibiting at 
international events, including Bio-
Europe Spring, BIO International 
Convention and Bio-Europe.

Best wishes,

 Tony Jones, CEO

One Nucleus Events:
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One Nucleus recognises that a company’s employees are its most valuable asset and the 
competition for talented and skilled employees has never been more fierce in the region’s 
life science sector. 

During the past 12 months it has been encouraging to see companies increase their 
appetite for training courses, engaging in sessions discussing best practice in areas such 
as Equality, Diversity and Inclusion and promoting the career opportunities the sector 
offers. It is now evident that employee engagement is key to reputation, recruitment and 
retention for all businesses. 

Learning & Development:

To support members, individuals and the wider sector One Nucleus has developed a range of 
learning and development support opportunities  based on the needs of our member companies 
and their staff. We are constantly introducing courses on new subjects as our members’ needs 
change. 

Our training course portfolio can be delivered:

• Face-to-face or online to meet member companies’ needs

• In-house for a single company or

• Via open courses, for delegates from multiple companies.

• Via free on-demand content from our events and conferences to fill knowledge gaps.

Recruitment & Careers Support:

To support recruitment, One Nucleus operates:

• A jobs page on the One Nucleus website.

• A LinkedIn ‘One Nucleus Member Jobs’ Group

• Employer of Choice webinar series providing real world insights, guidance, and best practices 
on becoming an employer of choice to attract and develop the best team.

• Annual on-line Building Life Science Adventures conference. This One Nucleus careers 
conference is free to attend and a chance to fill knowledge gaps, debate best practice and 
connect to enable success.

Learning and Development

https://onenucleus.com/one-nucleus-training-courses
https://onenucleus.com/jobs
https://onenucleus.com/civicrm/event/info?id=1430&reset=1
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Contact training@onenucleus.com with details about 
what you currently do, the type of mentor you seek and 
the area of expertise on which you seek their guidance. 
Free of charge, we’ll advertise your mentor vacancy on 
our LinkedIn, Twitter and website and monthly People 
Pathways newsletter.

People Pathways Newsletter:

• Monthly e-publication disseminated to our network

• Learning & Development insight articles

• Recent appointments at member companies

• Current vacancies

• Upcoming training courses.

Learning and Development

Learning and Development in Review
During the past 12 months we have seen a continued uptake in training courses amongst 
member companies with both open and in-house delivery. There has been a steady move away 
from online in favour of in-person course delivery. 

In June 2022, One Nucleus and My Green Lab collaborated to help drive a meaningful and 
sustainable change within Laboratories. One Nucleus members can receive an exclusive discount 
on the My Green Lab Accredited Professional training courses. 

The One Nucleus Mentoring Initiative is for those already in employment as well as students 
seeking to develop in the sector. The initiative is an opportunity for One Nucleus to play a full 
role in connecting the expertise and know-how of our network to those that need it and thereby 
collectively enhancing the success of the cluster. 

mailto:training%40onenucleus.com?subject=


People Pathways Newsletter:

• Monthly e-publication disseminated to our network

• Learning & Development insight articles

• Recent appointments at member companies

• Current vacancies

• Upcoming training courses.

Babraham Research Campus 
supports the scientific discoveries 
of tomorrow by nurturing and 
supporting people, companies 
and ideas at every stage of the 
development cycle, making it one 
of the best places in the world to 
start, scale and grow a bioscience 
company. 

Impactful science and 
entrepreneurship activities are 
developed here which make a 
tangible difference not only to 
those on Campus but also beyond.

www.babraham.com

start-up to 
scale-up
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One Nucleus Events Wrap-Up

As a people-centric organisation, events are an essential part of the One Nucleus offer. We want 
to help our members maximise their opportunities for networking, partnering and knowledge 
exchange with both members and non-members, which is key for mutual and collective success. 
Our portfolio of events is designed to meet the needs of our network in terms of content, format, 
timing, peer-to-peer engagements and modes of delivery. 

The stats over the past year for non-conference events...

Events Delivered in a Range of Formats:

• 27 In-Person

• 20 Virtual

• 4 Hybrid

Our Events Have Been Buzzing with Excitement…

The past year has seen us return back to more in-person events with this being a clear preference 
amongst the network. It’s been great to meet everyone and our events have been buzzing with 
excitement! There have also been key lessons learned including, leveraging technology where 
practicable and reliable to help bring together a greater diversity of delegates and speakers 
and to help keep our conversations going. A great example of this has been delivery of some of 
our BioWednesdays in a hybrid format enabling a live panel and networking onsite whilst those 
remote can still listen in. Or perhaps, one of our more technical Innovation Sessions online where 
the virtual format is perfectly acceptable for delivering the key learnings. Having a virtual or 
hybrid option across event categories, aside from the peer-to-peer networking, is continuing to 
develop the One Nucleus on-demand content hosted on our YouTube channel that contains ample 
resources for viewing and catching up on content.   

Visit the One Nucleus YouTube channel

https://www.youtube.com/user/OneNucleus
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We delivered new activities in the form of our first Business Resilience Session…

The past year saw us enhance the range of Thematic 
Groups to include Business Resilience, alongside our 
HR SIG, Life Science Marketing Group and Employer 
of Choice Sessions. We are delighted to collaborate 

with Partners& as headline sponsor of the Business Resilience Group.

Let’s get talking…

Our events cover a wide breadth of topics that are relevant to the local Life Science community. 
Below are some of the stand our topics our speakers have been discussing and offering their 
insights on over the past year:

• Innovation Seminar: Does Cambridge Go Beyond Prototype

A session in collaboration with One Nucleus Partner PCML Group that discussed the challenges 
and opportunities of moving from prototype to development in a region such as Cambridge, 
which is a hotbed of innovation and ultimately what will help the Cambridge Life Science 
cluster to grow locally and internationally.  The recording of this session can be accessed here.

• Employer of Choice Webinar: Creating a Destination Workplace 

A session in collaboration with Future of Work Institute that discussed the key principles 
needed to become an employer of choice in a noisy market. The recording of this session can 
be accessed here.

• BioWednesday: Creating and Defending Sustainable Value in Life Science IP

A session in collaboration with One Nucleus Corporate Sponsor Fish & Richardson on how to be 
compliant and avoid falling foul of IP due diligence, and in cases where you do fall short, then 
how to survive.  The recording of this session can be accessed here.

The Power of a Network…

As the charts below illustrate, One Nucleus events over the past year have been balanced in terms 
of the members and non-members they attract, whilst attendees can also expect to meet with 
a range of professionals in the industry. With this wider audience, the opportunities for sharing 
valuable insights are enhanced. Members gain free and discounted access to some events, while 
others are open and free to all.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uaiXPkwof38
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JCOVxuToZm8&list=PL7GHaeDHUGz4INJ_dTIcQy0Ca2P53fti6&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EbSqErirInk&t=3125s
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• Tech-Bio Beyond the Hype: Contributing to Life Science Companies’ Sustainability

A sponsored session in collaboration with One Nucleus member Bruntwood SciTech.  This 
event featured a panel discussion around the growing interest in ‘Tech-Bio’ and how this can 
help with delivering a more sustainable approach to Life Science companies. The discussion 
helped to set the scene for the networking that followed.

• VIC Session - Dealing with the Rising Cost of Living in our Life Sciences Sector: From 
Supply Chain to Operation Costs 

A session in collaboration with One Nucleus Corporate Sponsor Thermo Fisher Scientific and 
One Nucleus Partner EY providing an update on the trends in macro economics impacting 
businesses and how to ensure security of supply chain.  The recording of this session can be 
accessed here.

We look forward to connecting with you at our future events!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2rclZzOf-OI
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This one-day conference will address key bio innovation trends, from developments in life science 
and technology research to their translation into new diagnostics, prevention tools or treatments.

Delegates and Supporters will connect with the One Nucleus network to explore New Horizons for 
Bio Innovation.

ON Helix 2023 offers: • a high content mix of plenary talks and panels from key opinion leaders 
• networking with 250+ delegates on the day •  Option to arrange 1-to-1 virtual meetings with 
in-person and digital only delegates • The ON Helix Fringe events including digital Innovation 
Workshops for further technical and business insights and additional in-person networking 
opportunities • The Innovation Support Hub Exhibition, to showcase the most innovative early-stage 
life science companies as well as the innovation supporters from the network

The annual Genesis conference has been a pillar of the Life Science sector for over two decades. Bringing 
together key opinion leaders, investors and innovators from across the sector to share insight, debate 
key trends and generate deals.

Genesis offers: • a high content mix of plenary talks and panels from key opinion leaders • Innovation 
Workshops for further technical and business insights • Face to face networking and digital 1-2-1 
meetings with 300+ delegates from across the international Life Science and Healthcare industry • 
popular Fringe Events.

Creating careers not just jobs is a two-way process between those seeking to build their adventures in 
science and those seeking to employ them with academia a critical enabler.

This two-day free to attend digital careers conference is a chance to fill knowledge gaps, debate best 
practice and connect to enable success. Not your standard job fair, this is an event bringing panels of 
students, early career seekers, employers and universities together to engage in lively discussions over 
the course of two days.

Focus on One Nucleus’ Core Events



Success is our 
science
The life sciences sector is hugely innovative but 
also highly complex and regulated. Our renowned 
multi-disciplinary team of lawyers have deep sector 
knowledge and can help wherever you need, whether 
that is to protect your latest idea, to execute complex 
transactions or deal with compliance issues. We provide 
the solutions to enable you to seize the opportunities 
open to you.

To find out more, please contact: 
James Fry 
Partner and Head of Life sciences 
james.fry@mills-reeve.com

www.mills-reeve.com

https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mills-reeve.com%2F&data=05%7C01%7Cnatalie%40onenucleus.com%7C17588a3c5dd446117bc608db21598d42%7C56c6b29a8e204a7f95cf2d7ad5855724%7C1%7C0%7C638140443931007861%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=7Yp286ak6052LR6X9R6%2BcOHQITeiHI0Xia6sBjalxQk%3D&reserved=0
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Meet the Team 

Richard Dickinson
Chief Technical Specialist

Jean 
Chief Operating Officer

Claire Abrams 
Director of Events & 

Communications

Monalisa Breazu
Learning & Development 

Administrator

Alicia Gailliez 
Business Development 

Manager

Debbie Flicos 
Finance & Systems  

Administrator

Natalie Keuroghlian
Marketing Manager

Jasmin Bannister 
Member Engagement 

Manager

Tony Jones 
Chief Executive Officer

Laura Bacchus 
Events & Data  
Administrator

Andrew Bickerton
CRM Systems Manager

mailto:tony%40onenucleus.com?subject=
mailto:richard%40onenucleus.com?subject=
mailto:jean%40onenucleus.com?subject=
mailto:cabrams%40onenucleus.com?subject=
mailto:monalisa%40onenucleus.com?subject=
mailto:Alicia%40onenucleus.com?subject=
mailto:accounts%40onenucleus.com?subject=
mailto:natalie%40onenucleus.com?subject=
mailto:jasmin%40onenucleus.com?subject=
mailto:laurabacchus%40onenucleus.com?subject=
mailto:andrew%40onenucleus.com?subject=
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Corporate Sponsors

 
Corporate Patron

https://bit.ly/2zhixUc
https://bit.ly/36gYX6J
https://bit.ly/3e94oYa
https://bit.ly/3Lx8Ikn
https://bit.ly/2zU6JqT
https://bit.ly/2zfy1Ic
https://bit.ly/36gZ6ah
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Our Corporate Patron

With increased interest and curiosity following the pandemic, we have a golden 
opportunity to inspire the next generation, encouraging them to think about a career 
within STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths). 

AstraZeneca supports over 500 early career scientists in the UK, offering opportunities to 
school leavers, undergraduates, graduates, PhD students and postdoctoral researchers. 
Gaining experience in the biopharmaceutical industry helps to kickstart early careers and 
will ensure a bright future for the UK’s life science sector, benefitting both patients and 
society as a whole. 

Supporting the development of a diverse and inclusive talent pipeline for the future is an 
area we facilitate at One Nucleus. The breadth of this engagement means we have formed 
a strong and productive relationship with AstraZeneca, based on our shared ambitions for 
the Cambridge and wider UK life sciences community.

It is our pleasure to have the continued support of Penny James, Chief Operating 
Officer, Biopharmaceuticals, as a Non-Executive Director. One Nucleus strives to enable 
knowledge sharing on the latest innovations in the scientific, business and investment 
aspects of the sector. AstraZeneca’s willingness to dedicate resource to us, such as event 
speakers and updates, significantly enhances our ability to share and debate content 
across areas including R&D, deal making and sustainability. Their engagement provides 
insight to the nascent companies, their founding entrepreneurs and investors, on how 
exceptional scientific innovation can be translated into patient benefit globally.

Tony Jones, CEO

https://bit.ly/2zfy1Ic


One Nucleus Partners 

Babraham
Research
Campus

https://bit.ly/3L8QPZe
https://bit.ly/3tyqhKO
https://bit.ly/2WQbTxc
https://bit.ly/36CwtbF
https://bit.ly/37Hfy8j
https://bit.ly/36komMR
https://bit.ly/2zbl9Dd
https://bit.ly/3g5TC6y
https://bit.ly/3ea2fvg
https://onenucleus.com/directory/company/134722
https://bit.ly/3JBrPsW
https://bit.ly/36Fh1LM
https://bit.ly/3wsELxN
https://onenucleus.com/directory/company/221628
https://onenucleus.com/directory/company/140510
https://onenucleus.com/directory/company/134285
https://bit.ly/3NiiSr4
https://bit.ly/3IA5Y3M
https://bit.ly/3is2UfB
https://bit.ly/2XjbL8p
https://onenucleus.com/directory/company/140032
https://onenucleus.com/directory/company/134348
https://bit.ly/3Nd9QLK
https://bit.ly/3tv70dh
https://bit.ly/3IwORQE
https://bit.ly/3uhI4Fn
https://www.rsmuk.com/
https://www.sciad.com/
https://bit.ly/3L71eEv
https://bit.ly/3IDqgJH
https://onenucleus.com/directory/company/140228
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Partner Programme
The One Nucleus Partner Programme offers a fully integrated value proposition to organisations seeking 
to play an influential and visible role in the development of the One Nucleus life science community.

Relationship Management:
Each Partner has a tailored Annual Engagement Plan, developed to ensure a good strategic fit with the 
Partner’s goals for the year ahead and against which performance can be managed. There is an allocated 
One Nucleus account manager for each relationship to ensure regular reviews and discuss desired 
adjustments as the year progresses. Engagement may include benefits from the menu below, but the 
agreed package is designed with flexibility in mind.
 
Partner Benefits:
• One Nucleus Gold Membership. 
• Company logo displayed with advised url hyperlink on the One Nucleus website.
• Company logo and url hyperlink in the One Nucleus Annual Review.
• Opportunity to speak at One Nucleus events (based on relevance and experience).
• Contribution of thought leadership articles to One Nucleus publications.
• Placement of a banner advertisement and article in an edition of One Nucleus eNews.
• Option to develop bespoke event(s) or workshop(s) to be delivered with One Nucleus.
• One in-person delegate pass to any One Nucleus conference offering such an option. 
• Annual 1-2-1 meeting with the CEO of One Nucleus to discuss issues facing the life science sector  
 and possible One Nucleus interventions.
• Priority invitation to any VIP-only events hosted by One Nucleus.

* To become a One Nucleus Partner the cost is £8,810 +VAT per annum

For information:  +44(0)1223 896450 info@onenucleus.com www.onenucleus.com

https://onenucleus.com/benefits-membership
https://onenucleus.com/
https://heyzine.com/flip-book/3e2e7db1e2.html
https://onenucleus.com/march-2022-enews


savills.co.uk

01223 347 000

https://www.chesterfordresearchpark.com/
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Chesterford Research Park: A Prestigious Location Which 
Ticks All the Boxes

The race for life science space within the cluster has bought 
with it a heightened awareness of the considerations which 
are intrinsically important when making the ‘where to locate’ 
decision, and ranking high on that list of considerations is 
staff expectation – both current and future. Today, this group 
expects much more than just a job and considerations around 
location, accessibility, amenity and work/life balance all 
rank just as highly, if not higher, than the immediate office 
environment, salary, potential for swift career progression and 
benefits package when evaluating who to work for.

This forensic analysis by current staff and potential recruits is causing organisations to re-evaluate the criteria 
when it comes to choosing the environment within which they choose to start or scale their ventures.

An Exceptionally Attractive Workplace Which Prioritises Staff Wellbeing
Set within 250 acres of idyllic parkland near Cambridge, Chesterford Research Park is a low-density 
development of state-of-the-art R&D laboratories and office spaces all set within a wonderful, natural 
landscape - providing the very best flexible and future-proofed environment for innovative, world class 
pharmaceutical, biotechnology, diagnostics and technology R&D companies – from startups to multi-
nationals - and their highly skilled staff.
 
Greenspace
Ideal for moments of downtime and contemplation during the working day or a brisk walk or run during lunch 
break, Chesterford Research Park’s superb green spaces, complete with beautiful arboretum and lakes are hard 
to surpass. The Park even has its own 7-hole, par 3, golf course, which is free to use by all those working on site.

A Central Space for Community, Fitness and Collaboration
At the heart of the Park sits The Nucleus, the Park’s exceptional central facilities building. Home to a restaurant 
and café, fitness centre and range of meeting and conferencing spaces, The Nucleus is a vibrant, communal 
meeting and social space regularly used by both Park occupiers and visitors.

Ease of Commute
Daily coach services to and from central Cambridge, a shuttle bus service from Great Chesterford train station, 
Liftshare scheme and Park taxi service are available to all Park occupiers. These services not only reduce road 
and parking congestion and improve sustainability, but also ensure ease of commute for all staff regularly 
travelling to and from the Park.

It is this combination of ‘work, rest and play’ facilities all expertly managed by the Park’s dedicated team 
which proves a winning formula time and again for occupier’s who recognise and value the benefits this 
combination of facilities brings to current (and future) employees’ mental and physical wellbeing. 

Future Vision
In answer to the high demand for life science space in the Cambridge Cluster, the next phase of development 
at Chesterford is also now in train. The new, multi-occupier, three-storey 60,000 sq ft Sidney Sussex Building 
- fitted with a mix of flexible laboratory and write up office space from approximately 2,228 sq ft (207 sq m) 
to 8,292 sq ft (770 sq m) - will be built on a plot to the east of the Park. Designed to not only enable new 
occupiers to join the Park community the Sidney Sussex Building will also provide existing occupiers with the 
opportunity to scale up within the Park setting they already call home.

Discover more about the Park here: www.chesterfordresearchpark.com 

The Science Village Building, Chesterford 
Research Park

http://www.chesterfordresearchpark.com/
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Did You Know as a Member You Can...?

As a 
member 
you can...

Post job  
vacancies 

online

Access the 
on-demand 

library of 
debates and 
information

Be seen as an 
employer of 

choice

Raise your 
company’s 

profile

Connect via 
groups in the EU, 
North America, 

Australasia & Asia

Save more 
than your 

membership 
fee via member 

discounts

Access the 
Learning & 

Development 
centre for your 

team

Network with 
investors, 

collaborators 
and 

customers

Do get in touch to learn more about membership benefits 
and how to maximise the return on your investment.

mailto:info%40onenucleus.com?subject=
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Benefit Gold Silver Non-member

Listed in online 
membership directory Yes Yes No

Listed in One Nucleus 
Annual Review Yes Yes No

Post news to website and 
social media Free Free £75 + VAT

Advertise jobs on web 
site Free Free £75 + VAT

Advertise events on web 
site Free Free £75 + VAT

ON Helix Delegate 2023 £325 + VAT £435 + VAT £545 + VAT

Genesis Delegate 2023 £325 + VAT £435 + VAT £545 + VAT

BioWednesdays Free Free £50 + VAT

Banner Advert in eNews £500 + VAT £500 + VAT £800 + VAT

Innovation Seminars Free Free Invitation Only

Training 30% discount 15% discount List Price

Facilities Management 
Consultancy Day Rate

£770 plus expenses + 
VAT

£935 plus expenses + 
VAT

£1,100 plus expenses 
+ VAT

Preferred Supplier 
Discounts Yes Yes** No

Access M2M Marketplace 
discounts Yes Yes No

Access to 
Thematic Interest Groups Yes £30 + VAT No

Employer of Choice 
Sessions Free Free Invitation Only

Access to 
on-demand library Yes Yes Restricted

**Access to some but not all  
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Members can take advantage of discounts 
on a wide range of products and services 
to maximise their return on the member 
subscription, often recovering multiples 
of the fees paid. One Nucleus negotiates 
savings and discounts for members 
by leveraging the critical mass of our 

membership, providing members with the purchasing power of a large entity.  Receive 
discounted rates on laboratory supplies, services, key industry events and more.

Make Even More Savings with the One Nucleus Group Purchasing 
Scheme

• 9 Preferred Supplier contracts.
• Saving members over £5 million per annum on a combined spend of £7.5 million per  

annum.  
• Member retains full control over their own procurement, which is key to R&D    

operations.
• Member has direct relationships with the suppliers, including access to services   

which are customised to their needs.
• Gold Members using Fisher Scientific receive a growth rebate on their annual   

spending at the end of the year - rebate in 2022 was 3% plus an e-commerce rebate 
of up to 5% of total spend online. The overall savings made often more than cover the 
cost of a  Gold Membership.

• All Preferred Suppliers have published sustainability plans and policies to protect   
customers’ environmental footprint.

• Four out of the 9 Preferred Suppliers are now available to all Silver Members.

Retain Control
We fully understand that Life Science procurement is not a ‘one size fits all’ approach – 
with One Nucleus’ savings options, you keep control of your own procurement, supplier 
relationships and get the best possible price.

Member Savings

https://onenucleus.com/purchasing
https://onenucleus.com/fisher-scientific
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Member to Member Marketplace:
• Convenient destination to find an array of discounted products and services.
• 11 Support Suppliers offering discounts to One Nucleus members.

Events:
• A free Digital Delegate Pass for each One Nucleus member company to ON   

Helix and Genesis. A combined saving of £150 + VAT over non-members.
• Discounted delegate rates at ON Helix and Genesis for in-person or additional   

digital delegates.
• A range of discounts at international and national industry partnering events and 

conferences such as BIO-Europe Spring, BioTrinity, AngloNordic Conference, Bio 
Integrates, BIO Convention, Medi Integrates, NLSDays  and BIO-Europe.

Facilities Management:
• Accessing expertise - Our Chief Technical Specialist, Richard Dickinson, has over 25   

years’ experience as a Facilities Manager.
• Provision of project management for office and laboratory fit-outs and can assist   

with laboratory service contracts, maintenance contracts, cleaning contracts, utility   
bills, insurance, purchasing and budgeting.

• Daily Rates (excluding VAT) – Gold members £770 plus expenses; Silver £935 plus   
expenses; Non-member £1,100 plus expenses.

• View case studies.

Contact Richard Dickinson to discuss your needs and secure a quote.

Member Savings

https://onenucleus.com//sites/default/files/FM%20Case%20studies.pdf
mailto:richard%40onenucleus.com?subject=
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The chart below is a snapshot of our members, ranging from extra large to micro and demonstrates the savings 
made by them using the Purchasing Scheme.  
For some, the rebate alone covered the cost of membership.

Member Savings in 2022

35%
saving

41%
saving

37%
saving

35%
saving

38%
saving

Full price

Purchasing scheme price

Rebate

Cost of membership

£957,329

£602,176

£19,993

£8,155

£383,626

£227,181

£11,641

£5,370

£397,694

£257,672

£14,230
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Facilities Management
Facilities management can be a real problem for small technology companies with 
challenging demands for laboratory, workshop and office space. One Nucleus provides 
a range of Facilities Management Services to help our member companies to expand or 
relocate.

We provide project management for office and laboratory fit-outs (no job too small), and 
can help with laboratory service contracts, maintenance contracts, cleaning contracts, 
utility bills, insurance, purchasing and budgeting. As with all our services, these are 
provided at discounted rates to our members.

Our Facilities Management Services and Purchasing Scheme are managed by Richard 
Dickinson, One Nucleus’ Chief Technical Specialist, who has more than 25 years’ 
experience in laboratory and facilities management. Richard has extensive local contacts 
and is also NEBOSH certified in health and safety.

Recent projects and clients include:
• Cambridge Science Park
• Charm Therapeutics Ltd
• Clover BioPharmaceuticals UK Ltd  
• Domainex
• Healx
• Howard Group
• Ladder Therapeutics
• Superdielectrics Ltd
• VaxEquity Ltd

Companies Richard has helped this year have a total of 200,000 sq. ft. of space.

mailto:richard%40onenucleus.com?subject=
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Our Network at BIO-Europe Spring 2023

We are returning to BIO-Europe Spring with an enhanced profiling 
opportunity for our members to help showcase them at this event 
in Basel, Switzerland on 20-22 March 2023. Meeting dealmakers, 
the global Bio Pharma community.

Who Attends?
Over the years, BIO-Europe Spring has become Europe’s largest springtime partnering event. 
Its international reach makes it a one of a kind offering and gateway to the global life science 
community. 

The event caters to the entire value chain, start-up and innovator educational programmes, industry 
trends and outlooks from KOLs, company pitches, partnering meetings as well as various networking 
opportunities. Read more on the BIO-Europe Spring website.

One Nucleus is proud to represent the following organisations at BIO-Europe Spring:  
Domainex, Pharmidex, Precision for Medicine, VasoDynamics, Riverlabs, tranScrip, Mursla, 
Sphere Fluidics, Simbec Orion, Isogenica, ValiRx Inaphaea BioLabs, Sygnature Discovery.

One Nucleus Members attending BIO-Europe Spring this year include: Actigen Ltd, Adrestia 
Therapeutics Ltd, Alchemab Therapeutics, Aptamer Group, Astellas Pharma Europe, Autolus, 
BenevolentAI, BioPartner UK, bit.bio, Charm Therapeutics, Curileum Discovery, DLRC Ltd, Domainex, 
Ergomed PLC, Fusion Antibodies, Healx, Isomerase Therapeutics Ltd, Johnson & Johnson Innovation, 
LiliumX, Monument Tx, ONO Pharmaceutical, Phaim Pharma, PharmaVentures Ltd, Phoremost Ltd, 
PrecisionLife, Quotient Sciences, Scendea Ltd, Storm Therapeutics Ltd, WuXi AppTec.  

Read on to find out more about the companies we are profiling on Stand 46!

https://informaconnect.com/bioeurope-spring/


Pharmidex is a UK-based CRO founded in 2002 providing high quality, cost-effective and 
rapid solutions to clients in in vitro ADME, Pharmacokinetics (DMPK), bioanalysis (non-
GLP, GLP/GCP) and toxicology (non-GLP, GLP).  

Pharmidex also offer in silico modelling and efficacy models supporting oncology, CNS, 
respiratory, stroke and auto-immune disease programmes.  Pharmidex team are highly 
experienced in designing, executing, reporting and discussing results of studies to help 
advance client projects successfully.  The client base includes medical charities, academic 
groups, biotech and pharma companies globally. In addition to fee-for-service offering, 
Pharmidex are always seeking opportunities to collaborate in grant funded projects.

https://www.pharmidex.com/ 

 
Our Network at BIO-Europe Spring 2023

Simbec-Orion is a full-service international contract research organisation with 
comprehensive capabilities at every stage of Clinical Development, from first in human 
through to multinational patient trials. Headquartered in South Wales and with deep 
expertise in oncology, and rare disease therapeutics, Simbec-Orion employs over 450 staff 
who are based across Europe and the United States. 

Simbec-Orion provides small to mid-size pharmaceutical and biotech clients with an 
extensive portfolio of services, expertly supported by an in-house dedicated Central 
Laboratory Facility (Bioanalytical & Pathology) for rapid, accurate and reliable sample 
analysis as well as Investigational Medicinal Products (IMP) Management. 

Learn more at www.simbecorion.com

https://www.pharmidex.com/ 
https://onenucleus.com/directory/company/135186
https://bit.ly/3qg5vxa
https://onenucleus.com/directory/company/135186
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Sygnature Discovery is a leading independent provider of integrated drug discovery and 
pre-clinical resource and expertise, offering fully integrated discovery project support, 
as well as discipline specific support in medicinal chemistry, computational sciences, 
bioscience, DMPK or physical sciences as needed. 

Sygnature undertake target validation, hit identification, hit-to-lead and lead optimisation 
projects as well as complete drug discovery programs. 

Since 2011, 37 compounds discovered by Sygnature for clients have entered pre-clinical 
development and, so far, 20 of these have progressed to clinical trials (Phases I, II and III).  

For more info: www.sygnaturediscovery.com 

https://www.precisionformedicine.com/
http://www.sygnaturediscovery.com
https://onenucleus.com/directory/company/135186
https://onenucleus.com/directory/company/135186


GOLDEN TRIANGLE, UK.
EX GSK LAB SPACE 
361,323 SQ FT 
AVAILABLE NOW 

RIVERLABS
INTRODUCING

Riverlabs, Park Road, Ware, SG12 0DP

Domainex is a multi-award winning drug discovery service company that works 
collaboratively with clients from a variety of sectors (including pharmaceutical, 
biotechnology, academic and patient foundations) around the world. 

We have a headcount of >100 employees and our approach to drug discovery is truly 
integrated. We offer the full range of pre-clinical drug discovery services supporting our 
clients at every stage of the journey, from disease target to candidate drug selection 
including protein production, assay development and screening, structural biology, 
medicinal, synthetic and analytical chemistry, hit-to-lead and lead optimisation.  

Contact us at enquiries@domainex.co.uk to speak to one of our experts. 

 
Our Network at BIO-Europe Spring 2023

mailto:enquiries%40domainex.co.uk?subject=
https://onenucleus.com/directory/company/135186
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Sphere Fluidics is an established tools company based near Cambridge (UK). Sphere 
Fluidics has a range of novel single-cell encapsulation products that perform high-
throughput single-cell analysis. 

Our main platform (Cyto-Mine®) is protected by a comprehensive patent portfolio 
and, within several hours, can automatically screen up to 40 million single cells in 
miniaturised aqueous picolitre volume compartments called picodroplets. These are 
assayed for single cells that secrete valuable proteins (e.g., antibodies) and imaged (for 
monoclonality assurance) during subsequent dispensing of “hits”. Cyto-Mine® is enabling, 
increases throughput and reduces costs and time for biopharmaceutical discovery and 
development, cell therapy and synthetic biology.

https://spherefluidics.com/

tranScrip is a leading contract drug development organisation which supports the 
development and lifecycle of medicines, medical devices and combination products.
From early development through to registration and post licencing, we deliver both 
strategic leadership and operational execution of development programmes, covering 
clinical, regulatory, drug safety, and commercial elements, across a wide range of 
therapeutic areas.

Our teams of experts help clients select the most promising drug candidates and bring 
them to the market. We guide our clients through their decision making from first in 
man studies to proof of concept and pivotal trials, regulatory submissions and product 
launches.

https://www.transcrip-partners.com/

https://spherefluidics.com/
https://www.transcrip-partners.com/
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We focus on developing patient-friendly, cost-effective and preventative therapies to prevent 
the common complications of cancer therapies, including severe mouth ulceration, skin 
damage, and hair-loss, thereby improving both cancer treatment outcomes and patients’ 
quality of life.

All our programs are being developed for topical administration, both before and during 
cancer treatment, for optimal topical protection and patient convenience to achieve optimal 
cost effectiveness of cancer supportive care.

CONTACT US
Dr Ningfeng Fiona Li, CEO
Fiona.li@vasodynamics.co.uk
Mr Gary Bower, Coo
Gary.bower@vasodynamics.co.uk

VasoDynamics Ltd | Tel: +44 (0) 1438-300 880 | www.vasodynamics.co.uk

http://www.vasodynamics.co.uk
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A Spin out from ValiRx PLC, Inaphaea BioLabs, Nottingham (UK), is a new 
pharmaceutical services company specialising in oncology and women’s health.  
Offering a range of cell-based assays, including efficacy and selectivity of activity 
against cancer cells; mechanistic and binding assays; and measurements of production 
of cell markers and hormones. 

The Inaphaea team have a strong background of preclinical and clinical drug 
development, and of understanding both the commercial and scientific needs of the 
service users from both sides of the table. 

Inaphaea will provide testing services that generate the necessary data, analysis, and 
insights to aid decision making in translational drug development. 

For more information please visit our website

Mursla (Cambridge, UK) is an emergent techbio startup, leveraging extracellular vesicle 
biology to deliver nextgen multi-omics liquid biopsy tests. 

Its first product is a blood test to significantly improve the early detection of liver 
cancer among high risk populations so that more patients can benefit from curative 
treatments (surgery/transplant).

Its test is first-in-class and is differentiated from first generation liquid biopsy blood 
tests using circulating free DNA since it is tissue-specific, multi-omics and offers real 
time snapshot of disease biology.  

Mursla was selected as UK Life Sciences Innovator 2023 in 
the Diagnostics and Precision Medicine category.
 
Please visit our website 
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Formulating the Future: Accelerating Oral Drug Development & 
Manufacturing

Oral solid dosage remains the gold standard for most patients, and hence drug 
developers. Yet opportunities to improve the processes for the development and 
manufacture of these mainstay dosage forms are often missed, and finished products 

may be compromised.

At a recent seminar held at the Royal Society of Chemistry’s prestigious Burlington House in London, Catalent 
and One Nucleus hosted 40 industry experts in oral formulation and development, to discuss ways of 
improving bioavailability, how the application of drug delivery technologies could improve dose form design, 
and how to scale supply efficiently so that programs reach the clinic faster and foster market success.

Considering the various pressures on developers such as time, resources, and funding, it is important to 
make the right R&D choices. Short term thinking can lead to long term problems leading to missed timelines, 
escalating costs, and even regulatory issues in later phases. By deploying data-driven scientific approaches 
early, innovators can make better key development decisions. The aim of the workshop was to shed light on 
the many parameters that innovators should consider when designing and planning for the scale-up and 
manufacture of oral dosage forms. 

Bringing perspectives from his experiences of working closely with many early-stage companies and startups, 
Tony Jones, Ph.D., CEO of One Nucleus, a not-for-profit life sciences and healthcare membership organization, 
introduced the speakers and facilitated discussions and Q&A sessions throughout the day. 

Setting the scene of seminar, David Elder, principal of David P Elder Consultancy, in his presentation titled, 
‘Sustaining Accelerated Product Development’, discussed the various approaches taken to accelerate drug 
development, including advanced preparation of a candidate’s Target Product Profile (TPP), consideration of 
alternative administration routes via reformulation approaches, repurposing molecules by leveraging data 
from previous research more effectively, and utilizing regulatory authorities’ expedited approval pathways.

Sharing his thoughts on the use of artificial intelligence, or AI, in accelerating drug development, Elder 
commented, “The use of AI has enabled innovators to develop and discover novel antibiotics, which would 
not have been possible using the classical techniques from the past. I believe that in the field of the oral drug 
product development, AI could one day be used for API synthesis.”

James M. Butler, Ph.D., Senior Fellow, GSK, highlighted in his talk the importance of the Developability 
Classification System (DCS) as a valuable framework for developing an oral formulation to enable 
pharmaceutical scientists in oral formulation selection.

In the next session, one of Catalent’s leading formulation experts, Stephen Tindal, Director, Science & 
Technology, advocated for flexible solutions for formulation and manufacturing that use elements of quality 
by design, manufacturing on demand, and the best scientific practices to help expedite pre-clinical and Phase 
1 development. Tindal also shared a three-step process for smooth transition from early development to late-
stage manufacturing.

Kendal Pitt, Ph.D., Pharmaceutical Consultant and Honorary Professor at the Leicester School of Pharmacy 
of De Montfort University, followed by presenting the concept of the Manufacturing Classification System 
(MCS), which, he said, could aid in defining the right particles for the best process in oral drug product 
manufacturing.
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Formulating the Future: Accelerating Oral Drug Development & 
Manufacturing

“My top recommendation is to store the information from the first batch of API,” responded Pitt when asked 
about the about quantities required to run tests on the first batch of APIs. “Depending on the results of the 
tests, we can typically expect to recover about 2 grammes of the material that can be reused at a later stage.” 

The event concluded with a panel discussion on ‘Transforming Formulation & Manufacturing of Oral Solid 
Dosage Medicine’, which pulled together the various themes and concepts presented through the seminar. 
Panelists David Elder, James Butler, Stephen Tindal, and Kendal Pitt were joined by Susan Banbury, Ph.D., Head 
for Formulation at Catalent, to discuss the future of oral solid dosage forms, and the importance of maximizing 
efficiency to increase productivity to deliver future solid dosage medicines to patients.

Catalent’s vision is to share insights that are not only appropriate for the stage of development, but that also 
take into account the future needs of the program. Through its broad capabilities and experience of working 
on hundreds of programs with pharma companies of all sizes, including many emerging biotechs, Catalent 
is a catalyst for innovation and tailors solutions to accelerate timelines, from pre-clinical and first-in-human 
studies to developing CMC strategies to seamlessly scale-up for a successful launch.

To learn more about Catalent’s capabilities and how it helps bring more molecules and better treatments to 
market, faster please contact solutions@catalent.com or visit Catalent.com for more information. 

Catalent’s European Development and Manufacturing Facilities - Haverhill, U.K. | Nottingham, U.K.| 
Swindon, U.K. | Schorndorf, Germany | Eberbach, Germany | Agnani, Italy | Beinheim, France

ABOUT CATALENT

Catalent is the global leader in enabling pharma, biotech, and consumer health partners to optimize product 
development, launch, and full life-cycle supply for patients around the world. With broad and deep scale and 
expertise in development sciences, delivery technologies, and multi-modality manufacturing, Catalent is a 
preferred industry partner for personalized medicines, consumer health brand extensions, and blockbuster 
drugs.

Catalent helps accelerate over 1,000 partner programs and launch over 150 new products every year. Its 
flexible manufacturing platforms at over 50 global sites supply around 80 billion doses of nearly 8,000 
products annually. Catalent’s expert workforce of approximately 18,000 includes more than 3,000 scientists 
and technicians.

Headquartered in Somerset, New Jersey, the company generated nearly $5 billion in revenue in its 2022 fiscal 
year. For more information, visit www.catalent.com.

 MORE PRODUCTS. BETTER TREATMENTS. RELIABLY SUPPLIED.™

Formulating the Future: Accelerating Oral Drug Development & 
Manufacturing
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Three Steps Early-Stage Companies Can Take to 
Prepare for IP Due Diligence  

Intellectual property due diligence is an essential tool for assessing the risks 
associated with investment, licensing, partnering, and acquisition. In the patent 
context, diligence aims to identify and de-risk potential issues with the ownership, 
validity, enforceability, of a company’s patents, as well as evaluate potential 

infringement issues arising from third party IP. These are particularly important issues for early-stage 
companies, and there are three steps they can take to prepare themselves for the scrutiny of patent due 
diligence. 

The lowest-hanging fruit for early-stage companies in preparing for diligence is to ensure that they are in 
possession of and can readily access the relevant documents. These documents generally include copies of 
patents and pending applications, inventor/company assignment documents to show proper chain of title 
to the IP, and agreements related to IP, such as employment and license agreements. While organizing patent 
documents sounds easy in theory, it often gets overlooked in practice, and gaps in the record or challenges 
in accessing or locating the documents can cause delays during diligence. Outsourcing the tracking and 
management of these documents to a patent attorney is a common solution for companies to be diligence-
ready at any time. 

Moving up the scale of complexity, early-stage companies must also pay close attention to inventorship and 
ownership issues. Both are a significant focus of every diligence regardless of the size of the company or the 
technology at issue, and getting either wrong can have serious downstream consequences. Inventorship 
should be determined as close to the patent application filing date as possible. Key questions to ask include 
(i) were any inventors non-employees, and (ii) did any employee inventor bring the invention with them from 
a previous employer? To establish ownership of the invention, assignments should be promptly executed 
and recorded. Prolonging this process can make it harder to locate the inventors and/or gain their timely 
cooperation. 

A more challenging aspect of patent due diligence for many companies is analyzing patentability and 
freedom to operate (“FTO”), which require a nuanced evaluation of the relevant facts and law. Potential 
investors and partners will universally inquire about patentability and FTO during diligence, and target 
companies should be well-prepared to address related questions. This approach minimizes the risk of surprises 
derailing a potential deal. If there is an issue with the patentability of an asset or the company’s freedom to 
operate, it is better for the company to know about it first, as buyers can more readily accept risk when they 
can see that the target company has thoughtfully considered the issue. However, companies should not share 
internal opinions on patentability or FTO with the other side or put any related statements writing 

Following these steps to prepare for IP due diligence makes for a smooth diligence process. Demonstrating 
this sophistication during diligence garners goodwill from the other side and lends additional credibility to a 
target company’s approach to IP. 

Authors: 
Principal Anita Meiklejohn, Ph.D. - Anita focuses her practice on patent prosecution, validity and 
infringement opinions, and litigation in the area of biotechnology. From 2019-2022, she was named a “Leading 
Patent Professional” by IAM Patent 1000  

Principal Caleb Bates, Ph.D. - Caleb manages the worldwide prosecution strategy for several pre-clinical and 
clinical-stage biopharmaceutical companies and routinely counsels clients in licensing, buy- and sell-side due 
diligence, and freedom-to-operate and patentability analyses.

https://www.fr.com/team/anita-l-meiklejohn/
https://www.fr.com/team/caleb-bates/
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Growing and Developing your Life Sciences Spin-out – 
the Key Commercial Areas You Need to Get Right

There are a myriad of different aspects to setting up and running a new company 
particularly in the life sciences sector. All have to be managed for the company to 
be successful, and including in the very early stages where there are only a handful 
of people to do the work. 

Rachel Bradley, IP/IT Commercial Partner at Penningtons Manches Cooper looks at some of the key areas for 
spin-outs to consider when entering into legal agreements that relate to their intellectual property (IP).

Protecting your most valuable asset
The IP owned by a new life sciences company will be its most valuable asset and needs to be protected. New 
companies are likely to embark on collaboration or co-development projects either with industry or academia 
or both. In these projects, it is vital for the company to ensure that it has the right to own IP that it generates 
or that arises from the collaboration that is related to its technology and that it has full rights to commercialise 
that IP, including access to any background IP of other parties. These collaborations can be incredibly complex 
legal agreements and it is crucial to ensure that the IP in the company’s technology is not in any way diluted or 
contaminated by the project and the company remains free to commercialise its technology and assets.

Managing your out-sourcing agreements
The other common agreements for a new life sciences company are contract research agreements to assist 
with the development of the company’s technology. Agreements with Contract Research Organisations 
(CROs) for research support such as preclinical studies or assay development must ensure that the IP that 
arises, and any data and results generated related to the technology, are always owned by the company. Some 
CRO standard terms and conditions do not, as an automatic position, assign all IP generated to a biotech 
company that is paying for this work, and some CROs also seek to retain rights in any background IP owned by 
the CRO. It is important to review these clauses carefully to ensure they give the company the rights they need 
to use the results of the research being performed on their behalf by the CRO. 

Preparing for future funding and due diligence
A consistent position on ownership and access to IP in a company’s contracts is also important, since all of 
these contracts will form part of the due diligence assessment of the company by a future investor. Raising 
funds from external investors will of course be a crucial part of a biotech company’s development. It will be 
important to ensure that any IP created by employees, consultants and other sub-contractors are assigned 
to the company under the applicable agreements (i.e. employment agreement, consultancy agreement).  
Investors will want to see that IP ownership is clear and well defined, and that all of the legal agreements are 
consistent in that regard. 

Introducing PennStart from Penningtons Manches Cooper
PennStart is our legal support package designed specifically for start-ups and spin-outs across the life sciences 
and technology sectors – delivering value where you need it most and giving you the freedom to focus on 
what matters most to you – making your vision a reality.

Our expert team has supported hundreds of life sciences and technology companies through every stage of 
their growth – you’ll get the benefits of our expertise and decades of sector experience, as well as great value 
and cost certainty.

For more information about how we can support your life sciences company please contact Rachel Bradley.
Rachel Bradley, Partner - IP/IT Commercial, Penningtons Manches Cooper
Email: rachel.bradley@penningtonslaw.com - Tel: +44 (0)1223 465427



How can we help you?
 Understand the payer and policy 

landscape in key geographies

 Create and validate core pricing 
assumptions for valuation

 Validate other market access 
related assumptions

 Support with the development 
of a robust HEOR and RW data 
generation plan

 Develop models to understand and 
communicate the economic case 
for your asset

 Develop your market access 
strategy in language your deal 
partners will understand

Let’s Talk
Stephen Waterman 
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Phone: +44 (0) 7931 144 097 
enquiries@pharmaventures.com

Ralph Hughes 
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Phone: +44 (0)7826 910 198 
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Pricing and 
Market Access
A strong Pricing and Market Access strategy is 
integral to what it takes to bring a product to 
market and is, therefore, integral to deal making. 
Pricing assumptions can have an enormous impact 
on the valuation of an asset and are frequently a 
cause of misalignment with potential partners. A 
strong pricing narrative and a solid data generation 
plan to support it, is essential for success.

PharmaVentures provides expert validation of 
recommendations for price assumptions and 
ensures there is a robust plan in place to achieve 
market access and reimbursement consistent with 
the development stage of an asset. We aim to give 
certainty in pricing and market access assumptions, 
to increase confidence in development plans, and to 
strengthen their position in deal making.

Our core methodology is a modular landscape, 
strategy definition, and validation technique that can 
be adapted to assets at any development stage: 

•	 A	comprehensive	or	basic	pricing	and	market	
access	landscape	assessment from a global 
or sub-global perspective that helps clients 
understand the market and develop strategies

•	 Pricing,	data	generation,	HTA	and	contracting	
strategy	and	assumption	development that 
strengthens our clients’ valuations and improves 
their market access narrative

•	 Validation through primary payer research, 
economic modelling and secondary quantitative 
validation techniques will add robustness to our 
clients’ assumptions and strategy

Our pricing and market access service is tailored 
towards development stage and deal making and 
complements our other deal making capabilities.

PharmaVentures can provide clients with exactly 
what they need, as an addition to an existing project 
or as a stand-alone pricing and market access study.

www.pharmaventures.com/pricing-and-market-access

mailto:enquiries%40pharmaventures.com?subject=
https://www.pharmaventures.com/pricing-and-market-access/
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The Importance of Pricing and Market Access in 
Licensing, Partnering and Early-stage Development

by Ralph Hughes, Vice President, PharmaVentures.

A prominent biotech Venture Capital (VC) firm recently told me: “Insurance companies are 
the real movers and shakers in health care at the moment, they are the sharp end of the 
spear.” And he went on to say that we need to understand what they are thinking if we are 
going to develop drugs that are marketable.

Drug developers sometimes struggle to see the value that pricing and market access 
insights will bring at an early stage. Many believe it is too early, that the deal partner will 
do their own analysis, or they simply don’t understand it.

The VC I spoke to reflected this sentiment, but put a different spin on it: “It’s not us or even 
the small biotech who has to deal with pricing and access; it’s the larger partner; they get 
it right in the teeth.” He went on to say it is incumbent on VCs and biotech developers to 
do the work as it can “pave the way if they do or build barriers if they don’t.”

 This was mirrored by a comment from a pharmaceutical exec who said, “We will only look 
at assets where we can see the path to market for and that includes market access.”

With all this in mind, we spoke to several US payers to try to understand how payer 
perspectives can impact early development decisions in key areas of development 
from across the innovative spectrum from gene therapies to repurposed drugs. In these 
discussions there were some clear lessons that drug developers can learn from payers, 
even at the very early stage, such as:

• Understanding incentives, perspectives and funding flows can lead to better pricing 
and development strategies.

• Creating a cost offset narrative is essential for assets with infrastructure issues.
• Understanding payer perspectives can help you define market positioning and pricing.
• Targeting drug development at payers, as well as the regulators, can ensure adoption.
• Payers can become advocates, not blockers, given the right data and narrative.

I have developed a series of short articles from these insights to help early-stage drug 
developers understand the value that payer insights can bring to early development and 
deal making.
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Understanding the payer perspectives and incentives can lead to a more commercially 
viable development strategy across the innovative spectrum from gene therapies to 
value-add therapies

In his book, The Price of Global Health, Ed 
Schoonveld provides a brilliant analogy of what 
a payer is. He describes a dinner party in which 
one person orders the meal (the physician), 
another person eats the meal (the patient) and a 

third person picks up the cheque (the payer). This analogy does a great job of capturing 
the essence of the health system and enables us to see the how perverse incentives and 
behaviours might emerge from such a setup.

In reality, the payer system is orders of magnitude more complicated and so are the 
incentives and behaviours. Understanding what drives different types of payers and the 
different funding flows that they must contend with, helps us to build a picture of how an 
asset might be paid for or reimbursed. This can have a big impact on the value and price 
of a development asset.

Payers are not a homogeneous group:
There are many ways of characterising payers, e.g., by the regions they cover, or the 
populations they cover or the perspectives they take. There are so many different types 
of payers in the US as it is such a fragmented health system, but what is important is the 
risk that payers take, what they can do about that risk and therefore the view they take on 
drug coverage:

• The insurer view: Payers like managed care organisations, manage the risk of a patient 
primarily in the outpatient setting through a pharmacy benefit manager and will leave 
the management of an inpatient up to the hospital and fund them through fixed fee 
payments.

• The value-based view: Payers like Integrated Delivery Networks or Accountable Care 
Organisations, own the total risk of the patient from end to end as they manage a 
network of providers. Through this network, they can deliver care as inpatients and 
outpatients in the most efficient way possible, this enables them to think about the 
total cost of care.

• The provider view: The provider will only be responsible for their own centre 
or hospital; this means that they will be focussed on the value coming from 
reimbursement via the insurer versus how much they must spend to deliver care.

Understanding the difference between these key groups helps us understand the 
incentives at play and how they might impact on a drug in development.
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Different payers have different views:

A payer conveyed to me a compelling illustration of the significance of getting different 
views. One of the major challenges with gene therapies in the US is the portability of 
patients under outcome-based or amortisation schemes. This means that an arrangement 
for spreading the high, one-time cost of a gene therapy over several years with one 
insurance company may be made, but in the US, people typically switch insurance 
companies every 1-2 years, making it difficult for the scheme to follow them to the new 
insurance provider. However, with the prevalence of accountable care organisations, the 
frequency of switching is much less, occurring only every 4-5 years, which makes patient 
portability a lesser concern and makes these types of payers more willing to enter into 
amortisation agreements.

Another instance that showcases all three perspectives well is the recent launch of an 
antibiotic that requires weekly dosing, eliminating the need for daily IV administration 
of vancomycin by a nurse through Outpatient Parenteral Antibiotic Therapy (OPAT) and 
demonstrating similar effectiveness for severe infections. When speaking with payers, 
I encountered three vastly different views on the value of this product and how the 
incentives are structured:

1. A hospital payer stated that they wouldn’t prescribe it for inpatients because its 
efficacy is the same as a daily generic and they’d rather have the patient return to the 
outpatient clinic the day after discharge to receive the drug, passing the cost onto the 
insurer and avoiding adding to their fixed fee episode cost.
2. A Pharmacy Benefit Manager (PBM) informed me that they would only approve 
the prescription if it was a continuation from the hospital, and if it was a new script, they 
would apply a prior authorisation if the price was too high. The price could also factor in 
the cost savings from avoiding OPAT.
3. An Accountable Care Organization (ACO) payer stated that there was a massive 
potential for system efficiencies as it could facilitate early discharge, decrease the need 
for skilled nursing facilities, and OPAT. Taking a value-based approach, they were able to 
consider inpatient and outpatient as a seamless continuum.

It’s not to say that payers always disagree. There are many aspects that payers consistently 
agree on, and this applies across the innovative spectrum from gene therapies and 505(b)
(2) products and across the geographical spectrum from Australia to the USA. One such 
issue is the importance of choosing the right comparator for an asset: what is your price 
and efficacy compared to?
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A good example of this is with the gene therapies for muscular dystrophy compared with 
those for haemophilia. An insurer explained that for muscular dystrophy; certain assets 
have been launched with weak data on surrogate endpoints with no comparator “only 
adding new costs”. These are contrasted with assets launching for haemophilia that will 
replace the extremely expensive blood clotting factors, which can cost up to $1 million 
annually. “Ultimately, you can divide gene therapies into two categories: those that bring 
new costs and those that can offset costs.” It was clear that there was a much higher 
willingness to pay for assets that avoid significant existing cost. This is highly relevant for 
drug developers, as the comparison and offset costs are crucial for the acceptance of a 
price by payers and potential partners.

Why is this important to do early?

Whether you’re developing a gene therapy or a value-added drug, it’s crucial to consider 
the various payer perspectives as it can help you evaluate the significance of these issues 
to your asset, the potential blockers to progress and the ways to overcome them. From 
these examples alone we can see:

• The ability to add certain cost-offsets to our price to drive value with specific payer 
types.

• The likelihood of getting value-based contracts and spreading the price.
• The importance of developing the right endpoints.
• The importance of considering the right comparators in your trials.

It is certain that major pharmaceutical partners will understand these barriers. For early 
developers looking to get deals with those pharmaceutical companies, taking steps early 
on to reveal obstacles and the method for overcoming them can result in better-than-
expected pricing outcomes. It enables smaller biotechs to enter important negotiations 
on a more equal footing with larger pharmaceutical partners and add value to their asset 
in the mutual valuation.

Read more - Creating a Cost Offset Narrative Early is Essential for Deal Making in Assets 
with Infrastructure Issues such as Psychedelics and Cell Therapies.

Find out more about Pricing and Market Access from our website or contact us.

https://www.pharmaventures.com/creating-a-cost-offset-narrative-early-is-essential-for-deal-making-in-assets-with-infrastructure-issues-such-as-psychedelics-and-cell-therapies/
https://www.pharmaventures.com/creating-a-cost-offset-narrative-early-is-essential-for-deal-making-in-assets-with-infrastructure-issues-such-as-psychedelics-and-cell-therapies/
https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.pharmaventures.com%2Fpricing-and-market-access%2F&data=05%7C01%7Cnatalie%40onenucleus.com%7Ccac643eef2eb46a6ea1508db1e57d495%7C56c6b29a8e204a7f95cf2d7ad5855724%7C1%7C0%7C638137136314161012%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=Af6DbWLCC%2BWpuSu%2FUwE6zT755fLXNMW9YVtAR8xSvrk%3D&reserved=0
mailto:enquiries@pharmaventures.com?subject=Pricing%20and%20Market%20Access%20Enquiry%20(One%20Nucleus%20Review)
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Life Science Research

Visit bio-rad.com for more information.

BIO-RAD is a trademark of Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc. in certain jurisdictions. All trademarks used herein are the property of their respective owner. 

Contact us and let one of our specialist support you through the journey of 
equipping your lab for your project. Visit us at bio-rad.bz/newlab

IF YOU: 

Have received a new grant 
Are expanding your existing lab 
Are setting up a new lab

BENEFITS: 

Effi ciency – work with a single-source supplier 
Discounts – exclusive deals and promotions 
Support – use our industry knowledge
Webshop – Access to online purchasing

Designed to help you get your new lab ready to go, quickly and effi ciently.

With a full selection of products from Digital PCR, qPCR, Flow Cytometry, western blotting to 
antibodies and much more. We have a customized package to fi t the smallest or the biggest 
of lab needs, keeping you within budget.

New Lab and New Grant Program
Secure your success on time and within budget

https://info.bio-rad.com/New-lab-start-up.html?WT.mc_id=221010035621&utm_medium=flyer&utm_campaign=new+lab+program
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Leading the Way with Lab Space Provision

By Lucy Garnsworthy

The UK’s life science ‘golden triangle’ of London-Oxford-Cambridge is looking rather full. 
Demand for lab space in London increased 400% from 2016-2021, according to MedCity’s 
2021 Demand Report1. Meanwhile, the Times recently reported that “a lack of laboratory 
space in Oxford and Cambridge threatens to thwart Rishi Sunak’s dream of making Britain 
a ‘science superpower’2 . On the ground, the London BioScience Innovation Centre (LBIC), 
London’s original bioscience incubator founded over 23 years ago, continues to operate 
year on year at full capacity. Its successful growing biotech companies struggle to find 
high-quality lab space to graduate to in the capital.

To address this high demand and help the UK on its trajectory to become a ‘science 
superpower’, LBIC will open its new 37,127ft2 state-of-the-art facility at the Apex building, 
adjacent to its existing facilities at King’s Cross, London. Scheduled to open in early 2024, 
Apex is part of the new canal-side ‘Tribeca London’ mixed-use development by Reef Group 
and Blackrock Alternatives.

Over the years, LBIC, a subsidiary company of the Royal Veterinary College (RVC), has 
supported over 200 companies, creating over 5,000 jobs. There have been 27 mergers, 
acquisitions and flotations and an estimated £2.5 billion of financing raised. The new Apex 
facility will build on LBIC’s current provision for life science companies, allowing existing 
clients to grow and new clients to come on board, benefiting from the support of LBIC’s 
expert team. 

LBIC facilitates collaboration opportunities with other companies and with world-leading 
academic researchers at its parent institution the RVC, opening up possibilities for industry-
academia grant awards and tapping into the animal health market as well as human 
healthcare.

LBIC gives companies the edge by offering access to specialist equipment and services, 
plus introductions to a host of industry experts and an initial membership of One Nucleus – 
an essential for success, of course!

Companies can even take available lab space anywhere and still have a central London 
base, with LBIC’s virtual tenancy giving companies a low-risk option of access to reception 
services, networking opportunities and meeting room space without the need to be 
physically based at the Centre. In offering this flexibility, LBIC helps clients build their 
London network and access vital services and funding while making use of what is 
available elsewhere. By supporting companies according to their 
individual needs, the UK can indeed become a ‘science superpower’ by 
2030.

Find our more about LBIC

 1‘London Life Sciences Demand Report’, MedCity and Creative Places, 2021

 2 The Times, 14 Feb 2023

http://www.lbic.com
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Big Changes Coming for R&D in the Life 
Sciences Sector

With the most significant changes to research and development (R&D) 
since 2000 on the way, R&D tax reliefs are no longer a given. Life sciences 
and biotech businesses need to prepare now to avoid missing out on vital 
reliefs.

R&D tax relief has always been seen by the life sciences sector as a well-established and reliable tax 
incentive that fulfils its purpose by encouraging innovation. Spin-outs and start-ups in the sector 
have relied on the relief since its introduction in 2000, and it’s a valued support to cash flow in the 
early years before commercialisation. 

Why is this happening?

21 years on from the introduction of R&D tax relief, changes are afoot. HMRC and HM Treasury are 
increasingly concerned that the regimes are open to abuse and need refocusing.

In a recent discussion with senior HMRC members, the proposed change to the status quo was 
described as, ‘one of the most fundamental policy shifts since the introduction of the regime’. 
Clearly, we are approaching a turning point.

While we support the underlying drivers for these changes – namely, to encourage businesses 
to ‘buy British’ and invest further in UK businesses, and end abuse of the system – we also have 
very real concerns about the consequences of restricting access to a tax relief that has been the 
lifeblood of early-stage businesses in the UK. 

How can life sciences businesses prepare?

In this series of dedicated insights for the life sciences sector from our Innovation Relief specialists, 
we explain what is already known to be changing, what is intended to change in the next few 
years and, importantly, how this might affect your business.

PAYE cap for R&D claims – the impact for life sciences

How will the PAYE cap reintroduction for R&D claims impact cashflow for life sciences and biotech 
businesses? And will it be a significant funding limitation for life sciences SMEs and start-ups? Read 
more 

Restricting R&D relief for expenditure incurred overseas – the impact for life sciences

How will HM Treasury’s proposed restrictions for R&D relief for expenditure incurred overseas 
impact life sciences businesses? Read on to find out the impacts. Read more

Tackling R&D abuse – Will your claims still be compliant?

HMRC proposes several changes to the R&D claims submission process. Read on to find out how 
this will impact the life sciences sector.

How RSM can help

To discuss the impact of these changes in more detail, please contact our specialists:

James Tetley - Partner, Innovation reliefs

Lizzie Gosling - Director, Innovation reliefs

Laragh Jeanroy - Office Managing Partner Cambridge and Bury St Edmunds, Co-Head of Life 
Sciences

Graham Bond - Office Managing Partner, Chester and Liverpool, Co-Head of Life Sciences

https://www.rsmuk.com/what-we-offer/by-service/tax/corporate-tax-advice/research-and-development-tax-relief
https://www.rsmuk.com/what-we-offer/by-industry/life-sciences
https://www.rsmuk.com/what-we-offer/by-industry/life-sciences
https://www.rsmuk.com/ideas-and-insights/paye-cap-for-r-and-d-claims-impact-for-life-sciences
https://www.rsmuk.com/ideas-and-insights/paye-cap-for-r-and-d-claims-impact-for-life-sciences
https://www.rsmuk.com/ideas-and-insights/paye-cap-for-r-and-d-claims-impact-for-life-sciences
https://www.rsmuk.com/ideas-and-insights/restricting-r-and-d-relief-for-expenditure-incurred-overseas-impact-for-life-sciences
https://www.rsmuk.com/ideas-and-insights/restricting-r-and-d-relief-for-expenditure-incurred-overseas-impact-for-life-sciences
https://www.rsmuk.com/ideas-and-insights/tackling-rd-abuse-in-life-sciences
https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.rsmuk.com%2Fideas-and-insights%2Ftackling-rd-abuse-in-life-sciences&data=05%7C01%7Cnatalie%40onenucleus.com%7C9be1654f8813491ac6f108db1a67e641%7C56c6b29a8e204a7f95cf2d7ad5855724%7C1%7C0%7C638132805797727663%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=mnPLe6C9NrwmOjwRF%2F1l9dBdsdGj5LrdGJy9NjUXvCU%3D&reserved=0
https://www.rsmuk.com/our-people/james-tetley
https://www.rsmuk.com/our-people/lizzie-gosling
https://www.rsmuk.com/our-people/laragh-jeanroy
https://www.rsmuk.com/our-people/graham-bond
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The Early Life of a Bio-Innovation Centre
It is now 4 years since the Bio-Innovation Centre on the Cambridge Science Park opened. 
It has certainly been an interesting time: the Brexit deal; a global pandemic; changes in 
work patterns; a boom in biotech start-ups and scale-ups; easier access to funding; and a 
significant shortage of laboratory space for rent.

The Bio-Innovation Centre was envisioned as a building to incubate the next generation 
of biotech companies. It forms part of a landmark joint venture between Trinity College 
and TusPark that redeveloped the south-east corner of the Cambridge Science Park. The 
building is designed for multi-tenant occupancy by companies of different sizes, from 
the very earliest start-ups of perhaps just one or two people in a co-working laboratory 
through to those that are becoming more established and need their own space. 

The building filled up rapidly and has been fully let for two and a half years. Interestingly, 
the last spaces filled during the Covid pandemic: the ability to stay open made the 
building an attractive home to companies. The number of people in the building 
continues to increase as companies fill their spaces. Whilst there are recruitment 
challenges, businesses in the building are finding it possible to get high quality staff in the 
numbers they need.

As an incubator building, it is expected that there will be turnover of companies: the 
ideal model might be for a company to start in the co-working lab; grow and move into 
their own lab unit; add another unit or two; and then move to larger premises as their 
development demands yet more space. The dilemma for companies at this stage is when 
to look for new space. Their outlook must be short-term focused, as raising the next round 
of funding depends on meeting key milestones. 

Once funding is in place, the next set of targets can require significant recruitment to 
enable rapid progress to the next milestones. This is fine if there is plenty of laboratory 
space but the well publicised shortage in the Cambridge area presents real challenges. 
Without these companies moving, the expansion of those behind them is constrained; 
and behind them, those looking for their first bench space have nowhere to go.

Typically, the premises they require will not be built for them as there is insufficient time; 
that has to wait for a later date. However, customization is likely to be needed to fit their 
work; allow scale-up of processes; and potentially construct pilot facilities. To fit the 
development/funding cycle, even with good foresight from these companies, there will 
need to be more mid-sized flexible laboratory buildings. It is encouraging to see new 
developments proposed in this area. Hopefully, creative repurposing of buildings will tide 
companies through until this next wave comes to fruition.

For further details visit our website Tuspark UK or contact us

https://www.tuspark.co.uk/
mailto:mailto:david.chaplin%40tuspark.co.uk?subject=
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Turning Therapeutic Innovation on its Head: 
Deep Science Ventures Drives Forward a New Model 
for Venture Creation

Whether it is curing cancer or addressing rare genetic disease, 
humanity’s most complex therapeutic problems are reliant on ground-
breaking scientific solutions. But while science has driven momentous 
improvements in many areas, in others it lags woefully behind: the more 

complex challenges - the ones that require networks or systems of new solutions - persist, and we 
lack the innovation infrastructure to take them on. Consider the areas of health and climate change: 
a third of us will still die of cancer despite $45bn in exits in 2021, while a quarter of the global 
population will be displaced in the next 50 years due to global warming.

At the root of these challenges is not necessarily a lack of scientific knowledge but a failure to 
combine that knowledge into coherent sets of viable, scalable and sustainable solutions. So, 
Deep Science Ventures (DSV) is pioneering an alternative approach to finding the most impactful 
solutions, capable of delivering ideas that are unlikely to emerge via the traditional routes of tech-
push translation and ground-up R&D.

At DSV, we take a solution-pull approach to solving the world’s largest problems, starting with the 
desired outcome for an area i.e., the ultimate change we need to drive, and the potential paths to get 
there. Together with the Founders-in-Residence that we recruit, we determine from first-principles, 
often through many iterations, the optimal technical solution to that state; one that is agnostic to 
the technology required to deliver it. 

We do not do this alone - we collaborate with some of the world’s leading institutions, corporates 
and charities. Partnership is crucial to the success of our endeavours, contributing both tangible 
benefits such as lab space and finance, but also deep technical expertise and engaged networks of 
researchers and patients. DSV counts Cancer Research Horizons, Cell and Gene Therapy Catapult, 
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation and AbbVie amongst it’s valued venture-building partners in therapeutics.

Uniting diverse partners with DSV’s unique ideation methodology has proven a fertile soil for the 
generation of a cohort of next-gen ventures – including 10 companies in the therapeutics arena 
and a total of 35 across DSV’s areas of operation. Companies such as Antiverse, pioneering state-of-
the-art machine learning to predict antibody sequences and provide drug candidates in weeks not 
months; Reflection Therapeutics, developing a new wave of Treg therapies addressing inflammatory 
disorders; and Neobe, designing unique live programmable bacteria for tackling the tumour matrix 
barriers that prevent efficacy of many other oncology therapies. 

DSV is committed to using our outcomes-focused methodology to create transformative therapies 
in as many unsolved diseases as possible, and will next turn our sights to new areas including 
cardiovascular disease, neurodegeneration, female health and paediatric oncology. 

We are always seeking forward-thinking impact driven partners to join us in our mission – if you 
are interested please email Laura Fletcher, Head of Business Development and Venture Portfolio at 
laura@deepscienceventures.com.

Visit our Website

mailto:laura%40deepscienceventures.com.?subject=
https://www.deepscienceventures.com/
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Since the first monoclonal antibody (mAb) product was approved in the United States, mAb-based 
therapy has become the largest drug class, measured by the total sales of all biopharmaceutical 
products.1  The growing prevalence of chronic diseases such as cancer and autoimmune disease is one 
of the major drivers of mAb market growth. Increasingly, emerging biotech and pharma companies are 
becoming key players in innovating new biologics, like mAbs, against chronic diseases.2 

Delivering Value to Antibody Therapy Developers  

Industry Challenges
Emerging biopharma companies usually work with lean teams, limited resources, and minimal 
infrastructure, which creates a unique set of challenges throughout the drug development process. 
Based on our conversations with emerging companies, the biggest challenges they face are slowdowns 
and ineffectiveness related to the completion of IND-enabling preclinical studies, regulatory submissions, 
and commercial scale-up. 

How Thermo Fisher Scientific Can Help Overcome Challenges
More than ever, emerging mAb developers are seeking holistic support to quickly and efficiently 
develop and produce a wide variety of antibody-based therapies to meet the growing population’s 
needs. Striving to enable and complement the customers’ goals, Thermo Fisher Scientific is leveraging 
its comprehensive portfolio and services to help simplify and accelerate mAb development with our 
expertise, innovative technology, and proven solutions. Though speed is a key for serving emerging mAb 
developers, quality, reliability, and traceability are baked into many aspects of our offerings to help our 
customers mitigate risks.

• Target discovery: We help early-stage mAb developers get to key milestones faster and reduce failure 
through proven systems such as protein expression systems, proteomics, cryo-EM, and screening 
services, and award-winning technical support.

• Pre-clinical development and production: Our flexible approach based on world-class expertise 
and experience will help to successfully take a mAb program to IND. For example, Quick to Clinic™ is 
an integrated early development offering designed for biotech companies looking for a dependable 
solution to scale up recombinant antibodies from discovery to first-in-human trials. On the other 
hand, using our single-use technologies (SUT) for in-house production can reduce risk and increase 
operational efficiency. 

• Clinical Phase: We guide customers on to the fast and efficient route to a successful BLA filing with 
our comprehensive suite of mAb services. Our offerings span CRO and CDMO services for clinical 
trials and supplies to global supply chain logistics including transportation management services. 

• Commercialization: We enable our customers to rapidly grow, scale, and reach full global potential 
through our robust supply chain, manufacturing, and logistics network. Our global footprint in the 
supply chain can support the customers irrespective of their location. For scaling up commercial 
production, we have tech transfer and CDMO capabilities and fit-for-purpose SUT in various sizes. 

1 https://bioprocessintl.com/business/economics/the-market-for-therapeutic-mab-products
2 https://www.iqvia.com/insights/the-iqvia-institute/reports/emerging-biopharmas-contribution-to-innovation
3 https://www.fortunebusinessinsights.com/monoclonal-antibody-therapy-market-102734
4 https://www.gminsights.com/industry-analysis/monoclonal-antibodies-market
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Why emerging biopharma can benefit from working with Thermo Fisher?

Thermo Fisher provides comprehensive solutions that support the development pipeline from 
antibody discovery to commercialization. For this article, we have focused on our capabilities 
in process development, production, and scale-up during the preclinical and clinical phases of 
therapeutic mAb development. The areas of our capabilities for each key step in the preclinical 
and clinical development phases are summarized in the tables below.

Development Phase Sub-Phase Key Step Service  Product Platform 
Solutions

Clinical Phase*

Study Design, Site 
Selection 

and Study initiation

Protocol Development and Maintenance •
Quality Risk Management •
Study Country and Site Selection •
Investigative Site Initiation, Monitoring and Closure •

Clinical Manufacturing 
and Supply Chain 

Obtain mAb related supplies and raw material • •
Set Up mAb Distribution and Shipping Systems • •
Pack, Label and Release Site Drug and Related Supplies • •
On-going analytical characterization and method 
development • •

Quality Management Quality Management Systems • •

Vendor Oversight and 
Management

Plan and Manage Study Execution •
Study Vendor Oversight and Management •
Clinical Trial Registry •
TMF/ISF •

Clinical
Phase

*Continues on following page
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QUALITY RELIABILITY TRACEABILITY 
To meet regulatory requirements and ensure public safety, drug developers are under pressure to 
deliver quality goods while achieving efficiency. To balance these requirements, companies turn 
to automation, technology, and collaboration. One area that could greatly impact future-proofing 
in scale-up is supply chain management. As emerging mAb developers pursue aggressive 
timelines, striving for completeness when gathering process knowledge can be tempting to 
overlook. And shortcuts could result in costly problems when scaling. Therefore, it is essential to 
plan in advance to secure the appropriate supply chain and gain visibility on its quality, reliability, 
and traceability.  Thermo Fisher empowers customers with multiple solutions for successful 
supply chain management and quality assurance. 

• SureTRACE – a program that helps ensure traceability and quality when buying products 
from our Fisher Scientific eCommerce site

• Production Chemicals and Sourcing Services – a dedicated bioprocessing service for 
production chemical sourcing, supplier management, and second sourcing assistance

• MySupply Platform- a digital supply chain platform for clinical supply that helps provide 
visibility and collaboration across the full product lifecycle

Partnering with our customers is very much part of our mission. Not only does this better prepare 
the supply chain, but it also helps us stay a step ahead of our customers’ needs and facilitate their 
processes – both now and in the future.  

Contact Us
Ashley Box
Director Business Development
Email: ashley.box@thermofisher.com

Development Phase Sub-Phase Key Step Service Tool/ 
Product

Platform 
Solutions

Clinical Phase

Clinical, Medical and 
Scientific Oversight

Protocol Management •
Clinical Trial Safety Review •
Oversight of Study Scientific Inquiry •

Study Data Management 
Analysis and Reporting

Design, Develop, and Release Database •
Statistical Analysis Plan •
Interim and or Final Data Presentations / Analyses •
Clinical Study Report (CSR) •

Process Performance 
Qualification Process Performance Analysis •

BLA Submission and 
Approval

Biologics License Application (BLA) and Pre Approval 
Inspection (PAI) •

Clinical Phase
Continued

https://www.fishersci.com/us/en/scientific-products/special-offers-and-programs/ensure-traceability-quality-suretrace.html
http://Production Chemicals and Sourcing Services
https://www.patheon.com/commercial-manufacturing-services/innovative-solutions/mysupply-platform/
mailto:mailto:ashley.box%40thermofisher.com?subject=
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BioTech, MedTech and Pharma Feature Regularly 
in Annual #21toWatch Programme

The annual #21toWatch programme delivered by Cofinitive heralds the 
next generation of entrepreneurs and innovators from across Cambridge 
and the East of England, and celebrates those who are building on the 

legacy of the famed Cambridge cluster by setting fresh standards in innovation and entrepreneurship 
across the globe.

The people, companies and innovations making the #21toWatch list cover all sectors - but commonly 
highlight the buoyancy of this region’s life sciences, biotech and medtech sectors.  

This year’s Top21.2023 reads like a Who’s Who of innovation and includes:

Ama Frimpong, who manages the 52 North Health engineering team developing 
NeutroCheck, an innovative device to rapidly identify chemotherapy patients who are at 
risk of a life-threatening complication called neutropenic sepsis.

Neuroscientist Coco Newton, Co-Founder of Fathom Cognition, whose goal is to create new cognitive 
markers which can help detect Alzheimer’s disease earlier, and certainly years before dementia onset.

Dr Hannah Sore, Founder and CEO of PharmEnable, a company combining AI and medicinal chemistry 
expertise to develop the next generation of complex 3D small molecule drugs. 

Lucy Jung, CEO and Founder of Charco Neurotech, a medtech startup working on an 
innovative system for people with Parkinson’s Disease to improve the quality of their lives.

Broken String Biosciences - a genomics tools company leveraging a state-of-the-art platform with a 
mission to bring gene editing therapies safely to all who need it.

Qkine – a UK manufacturer driving innovation in growth factor proteins, essential reagents used in 
transformative technologies such as stem-cell disease models, organoids, cell therapy, bioinks and 
cultivated meat.

Spirea – a biotech company spun out of the University of Cambridge and using its innovative technology to 
advance a new generation of antibody drug conjugates for the treatment of a range of solid tumours with 
significantly better efficacy and safety profiles. 

SomaServe - a biotech company exploiting the proprietary technology, PolyNaut®, a polymer nanoparticle 
platform which is enabling  intracellular, targeted delivery of next-gen genetic therapeutics, including 
siRNA and mRNA, to the brain and other hard-to-reach tissues and cell types.

Those mentioned above follow in the footsteps of so many more people and companies, who received a 
#21toWatch award at the start of their journey – CMR Surgical, BIOS, Mursla, Cydar Medical, Exonate, 
Cambridge Cancer Genomics (acquired), Reflection Therapeutics, Chronomics, Semarion, Cyted, 
Psyomics, Sano Genetics and DIOSynVax, to name just a few.

If you haven’t submitted to #21toWatch before, maybe it’s time you did? You can find 
out more information about  #21toWatch 2024 at cofinitive.com/21toWatch.

http://cofinitive.com/21toWatch
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Centralised European Patent Protection and Enforcement is Coming at Last
After years of uncertainty, both the Unitary Patent (UP) and the Unified Patent Court (UPC) 
will be live from 1 June 2023. These new systems will centralise patent protection and 
enforcement within many EU countries. Moreover, the new systems will impact all existing 
granted EP patents and pending EP applications, such that patent proprietors need to make 
strategic decisions now.

The Unitary Patent
Currently patents granted by the European Patent Office (EPO) must be validated in all of the countries in which 
the patent proprietor wants to obtain patents. The validation procedure yields individual patents in the countries of 
interest, which must then be enforced and/or invalidated individually at the national courts.

The UP will provide an option to have a single patent covering multiple EU member states (presently 17 but likely to 
be more in the future) as an alternative to the current validation route (which will continue).

Some Key Features of the UP are:
• provides protection in Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Latvia, 

Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, the Netherlands, Portugal, Slovenia, and Sweden (at present)
• requires payment of a single renewal fee
• must meet new translation requirements
• falls under the jurisdiction of the UPC
• requires limitation, transfer, revocation or lapse in all UP member states

Is a UP an Option?
To file a request for a UP, the EP patent must:
• have the same claims for each UP member state; and
• have and retain designations for all UP member states (no designations withdrawn)

Requirements and Timing of UP Request 
A request for a UP must be filed within one month of the date of grant of an EP patent. There is no associated official 
fee. For currently pending EP patent applications it is possible to delay grant to keep the option of a UP open and it is 
now possible to file an early request for a UP at the EPO.
During a transition period, the patent proprietor will be required to file appropriate translations. For example, if the 
patent is in English, a translation into any other EU language will be required. 

Jurisdiction of the UPC
The UPC is a new centralised court through which:
• a patent proprietor can enforce their European patent against an infringer and
• a third party can seek central revocation of a European patent

Decisions by the UPC will be effective in all UPC member states. Infringement and revocation decisions for non-UPC 
countries (such as the UK, Spain, Norway and Switzerland) will continue to be made by the national courts. The UPC 
brings unknown opportunities and risks and there will thus be a transitional period of at least seven years to provide 
better certainty for users.  

Transitional Period
During this period, the national courts of UPC member states will also have jurisdiction over EP patents which are 
effective in these countries. A patent proprietor can thus choose between centralised patent enforcement before 
the UPC or enforcement in individual national courts. Similarly, a third party can choose whether to revoke a patent 
before the UPC or a national court.

During transition, a patent proprietor can request an opt out to remove their EP patents from the jurisdiction of 
the UPC. The patent proprietor can withdraw this request at a later stage, for example if they wish to initiate a pan-
European infringement action. The period for requesting an opt out began on 1 March 2023 and so decisions are 
needed now.  

Ownership may need to be verified before filing an opt out request because the true owner(s) must file the request.   
There are various factors to consider when deciding whether to request a UP and whether to opt out existing EP 
patents from the jurisdiction of the UPC. Different decisions may be appropriate for different patents in a portfolio.
 
For more information on the UP and the UPC, contact Kate Hickinson, Partner, Appleyard Lees

Intellectual property law 

https://www.appleyardlees.com/people/kate-hickinson/
https://www.appleyardlees.com/
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Harnessing the Enterprise Value of Research Excellence 
In life science clusters where there is a long-established 
entrepreneurial community, it can easily be forgotten that these 
cultures are not ingrained everywhere that excellence in scientific 
research exists, often at scale. This may be a timing matter, when 

different sub-sectors of the life science space have been in vogue with investors and 
markets. Perhaps there has been an absence of success stories around spin-out company 
formation. Equally, there may not have been a simultaneous presence of all parties to 
make it happen. Norwich Research Park is a great example of how their focus areas, 
appetite for enterprise and a growing support strategy are all aligning. 

There are over 100 science parks in the UK and only five are BBSRC Research and Innovation 
Campuses, Norwich Research Park is one of those five parks. BBSRC funds eight separate research 
institutes in the UK and Norwich Research Park is the only campus with more than one of these 
BBSRC funded research institutes. In fact, it is home to three specialist facilities: 
• the John Innes Centre
• the Earlham Institute
• and the Quadram Institute

As well as this, the research campus is also home to: 
• The Sainsbury Laboratory, which is funded by the Gatsby Charitable foundation
• a top 20 university: the University of East Anglia (UEA)
• and the Norfolk and Norwich University Hospital (NNUH)

Joining the research community and benefiting from the proximity of skills, expertise and 
technology platforms are 40 businesses currently leasing just over 100,000 sq. ft of office and 
laboratory accommodation, managed by Anglia Innovation Partnership (AIP), the science park 
management company based on campus. There are many examples of powerful collaborations 
between the institutes, university, hospital and companies both on and off the park. 

Anglia Innovation Partnership launched the park’s enterprise strategy in May 2022. The strategy 
was launched to ensure new innovative businesses are created from the excellent research at the 
6 park partners listed above.

Since the launch there have been 12 explorer engagements, including 138 participants, that 
have connected academics and businesses with other businesses in areas such as additive 
manufacturing, clinical research, plant science and agri-tech. On top of this AIP have recently 
held two enterprise focused events on the park attended by a total of over 250 delegates.

Following promotion of the BBSRC ICURe programme, 13 early-stage companies from the park 
secured places and of those, eight companies went on to secure Pre-Seed Enterprise Funding. 

AIP was also able to award small grants of up to 
£30,000 to fourteen early-stage companies and 
innovation projects as part of the Norwich Research 
Park Pre-Seed Enterprise Fund. The fund was set up 
to facilitate the early progression of business ideas. 
The total sum given in grants so far by AIP is over 
£270,000.           
 
Visit our website

https://www.norwichresearchpark.com/
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Word on the Street at the J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference 2023
Our international team recently attended the J.P. Morgan Healthcare 
Conference (JPM) 2023 and share some of the scuttlebutt below.

M&A
The expected boom in biotech acquisitions by pharma companies continues to stutter. Three mid-market 
deals were announced going into JPM (AZ/CinCor (up to $1.8 billion); Ipsen/Albireo (up to $952 million); and 
Chiesi/Amryt (up to $1.4bn)), but no banner deals. The message from pharma BD teams is that we are now in 
a buyers’ market but many biotech C-suite and investors have still not adjusted to the new market reality.

IPOs
Macro factors are weighing heavily on the market. Recovery is dependent on a reduction in interest rates. 
High interest rates depress current valuations in biotech and prompt a move to less risky asset classes. 
The Federal Reserve is forecasting lower inflation and rate cuts towards end of 2023, so there is cautious 
optimism for a recovery in market conditions for public biotech in 2024. 

Private Financings
VCs still have plenty of dry powder which they need to invest ($50bn raised for VC life sciences investment 
across 2021 and 2022). Seed stage and series A financings are largely unaffected. For later stage pre-clinical 
and clinical stage biotech, companies with recent readouts of strong data which de-risk their programmes 
are still finding it possible to raise capital. For others, it’s a question of survival until sentiment improves.

Cost control and creative approaches to financings, including royalty financing and revenue financing, are 
back on the agenda.

Government Policy Changes
There was universal exasperation amongst the British contingent at JPM about the UK Government’s 
changes to the R&D tax credit scheme. The announcement from the UK Chancellor of the Exchequer in the 
week before JPM of a possible change of heart, following a vigorous lobbying effort by the BioIndustry 
Association, was widely welcomed (and now confirmed in the Budget). Interestingly, the US Inflation 
Reduction Act is perceived to be impacting adversely on biotech valuations, and not just for late-stage 
assets.

Hot Indications
Oncology is being given a run for its money this year by CNS/neurodegeneration. Eisei secured its long-
anticipated FDA approval for Leqembi™/lecanemab on the day before JPM started. Together with positive 
developments for Amylyx’s ALS drug Relyvrio™, Biogen/Ionis’s antisense therapy Tofersen™ also in ALS and 
Eli Lilly’s donanemab in Alzheimer’s disease, there is a sense of momentum building.

Recent developments in anti-obesity - in particular Novo’s Wegovy™/semaglutide (a GLP-1 receptor agonist) 
and Eli Lilly’s tirzepatide (a dual GIP/GLP-1 receptor co-agonist) - are also attracting attention. As for early-
stage drug discovery efforts, anti-ageing is attracting significant investment and research effort.

Hot modalities
After a spate of approvals in 2022 (including Zynteglo™ (beta-thalassemia), Skysona™ (early cerebral 
adrenoleukodystrophy) and Hemgenix™ (Haemophilia B)), gene therapy is attracting a lot of attention. Gene 
therapy patent litigation is booming, as commercial products come to market. 2023 also should bring more 
data about the likely commercial potential of this modality. Gene editing was also attracted attention at 
JPM 2023, though concerns about off-target effects remain. Cancer vaccines in combination with immune 
checkpoint inhibitors are also in the spotlight.

In summary, we’re facing a difficult financing environment, but with some grounds for cautious optimism for 
the healthcare sector as a whole, particularly as we move into Q3 and Q4.

By Adrian Toutoungi, Partner, Taylor Wessing



Courses include:
• Introduction to Drug Discovery - From Idea to Clinical Candidate
• Biological Safety: Management and Practice
• Introduction to Drug Development - From Candidate Selection to Patients 

in Healthcare
• Introduction to Managing Life Science Projects 
• Laboratory Health & Safety 
• Presentation Skills for Scientists
• The Safe Use and Management of Laboratory Gases 
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https://onenucleus.com/training-courses
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Member Listing
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AstraZeneca

Corporate Patron 

Charles Stanley & Co. Limited

Chesterford Research Park

Fish & Richardson P.C

MSD

Taylor Wessing

Thermo Fisher Scientific

Corporate Sponsors 

Advent Life Sciences LLP

Agility Life Sciences

Appleyard Lees IP LLP

Babraham Research Campus Ltd

BioIVT

BioMed Realty

Cambridge Innovation Capital (CIC)

Charles River

Deep Science Ventures

EBD Group

Eli Lilly

Ernst & Young LLP (EY)

Instinctif Partners (Life Sciences)

London BioScience Innovation Centre (LBIC)

Lonza Biologics Plc

Norwich Research Park

Oyster Venture Partners Limited (OVP)

Partners& - Life Science Insurance

PCML

Penningtons Manches Cooper LLP

PharmaVentures Ltd

Queen Mary BioEnterprises Ltd

RSM

Sciad Communications Ltd

Start Codon Ltd

Stevenage Bioscience Catalyst

tranScrip

Tuspark Cambridge

United Airlines

Wellcome Genome Campus

Wellcome Sanger Institute

One Nucleus Partners 
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Actura Limited

Adrestia Therapeutics Ltd

Agenus UK Limited

Aila Biotech

Alchemab Therapeutics Ltd

Alloy Therapeutics UK Ltd

AlphaSales Limited

Aqdot Ltd

Arecor Limited

Artios Pharma Limited

Aspire Biosciences

Astex Pharmaceuticals Ltd

Aviadobio Limited

Babraham Institute Enterprise Limited

Bactobio

BenevolentAI

BicycleTx Limited

Biocrucible Ltd

Biofaze Limited

Biofidelity Limited

Biosynergy (Europe) Ltd

bit bio Ltd

Broken String Biosciences Ltd

Cambridge Pharma Limited

Cambridge Research Biochemicals

Cerevance Ltd

CHARM Therapeutics Limited

Clinion UK Ltd

Colorifix Ltd

Constructive Genomics Ltd

Creasallis Limited

Curileum Discovery Ltd

Cytocell Limited

Diosynvax Ltd (DIOSVax)

Discuva Ltd

DIVERSA Technologies

Domainex Ltd

Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories (EU) Ltd

Drishti Discoveries Limited

Emberion Limited

Empyrean Therapeutics Ltd

Enbiosis Biotechnology Limited

Entact Bio Limited

Essen BioScience Ltd

ET-traps Limited

Evonetix

ExpressionEdits Ltd

F.institute - UK

FOx Biosystems Limited

Galecto, Inc. (Stevenage)

GENEWIZ UK Ltd

Greenleaf Processing Ltd

Healx Ltd

Hide Biotech Limited

Histocyte Laboratories Ltd

Horizon Discovery Ltd

Illumina Cambridge Ltd

ImaginAb Europe

Inivata Limited

Innovate UK

iosBio Ltd

Kalium Health Ltd

Knowde Group UK

Ladder Therapeutics Limited

Leaf Expression Systems

Lean Life Science Limited

LEX Diagnostics Limited

Lightox Limited

LiliumX Limited

Macomics Limited

Gold Members
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Gold Members/...cont

Maxion Therapeutics Limited

Microbiotica

MIP Discovery Ltd

Molecular Level Events Ltd

Mursla Limited

Myricx Pharma Ltd

Nanna Therapeutics Ltd

Nationwide Laboratories

New Path Molecular Research Limited

Nexus BioQuest Limited

NK:IO LTD

North East Innovation Lab 

Novogene (UK) Company Ltd

NRG Therapeutics Ltd

Nuclera Nucleics Ltd

o2h Ltd

Oppilotech Ltd

Origin Sciences Limited

Paramotif Ltd

PhoreMost Ltd

Phraktion Limited

Precision for Medicine - UK group

Precision Health Technologies Accelerator (PHTA) 

Sania Rx Limited

sciTribe Consulting Limited

Semarion Limited

Somaserve Ltd

Spirea Ltd.

Standigm UK Co Ltd

STEMCELL Technologies UK Ltd

Sulantrix Ltd

Superdielectrics Ltd

Swift Molecular Diagnostics Limited

Talisman Therapeutics Ltd

Tessellate Bio Ltd

The Royal Veterinary College (RVC)

Transine Therapeutics

Transition Bio Limited

Tropic Biosciences (UK) Limited

University College London - SysMIC

VaxEquity Ltd

Verinnogen

Vernalis Ltd

Vitrolife

WalkBek Consulting Limited

Wren Therapeutics Limited

Xampla Limited
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001 Limited

A4Pbio

Abzena (Cambridge) Limited

Actigen Limited

Adelphi Healthcare Packaging

Afortiori Development Ltd

Agenda Life Sciences

Air Liquide UK Ltd

Air Products PLC

All Med Pro

Alpha MD Limited

AltemisLab Limited

Amphista Therapeutics Ltd

AMS Advanced Medical Services

AMS Biotechnology (Europe) Limited (AMSBIO)

Antikor Biopharma

Apollo Therapeutics Limited

Apple Tree Life Sciences (UK) Limited

Aptamer Group plc

Arise Innovation Centres (part of Anglia Ruskin 

University (ARU))

Asahi Kasei Pharma

Astellas Pharma Europe Ltd

Astrea Bioseparations Ltd

ATG Scientific Ltd

Autolus Limited

Avacta Life Sciences Ltd

Avantor Inc (VWR)

AZoNetwork UK Ltd

BBI Cambridge Ltd

Beacon For Rare Diseases

Beauchamp Technology

BenchSci UK Limited

Biocair - UK

BioM Biotech Cluster Development GmbH

BioMedica Diagnostics Inc

BioNJ

Bionow

BioPartner UK

BioPharmaLogic LLC

BioStrata Limited

Biotechnology Innovation Organization (BIO)

Blue Link Worldwide UK Limited

BOC

Boult Wade Tennant

Boyds

Bridge Partners Ltd

Bristows LLP

Bruntwood SciTech

Cambridge Employment Law LLP

Cambridge Enterprise Limited

Cambridge Network Limited

Cambridge Rare Disease Network  (CRDN)

Cambridge Science Park

Cambridgeshire Chambers of Commerce

Camlab Ltd

CAM-SCI

Canadian High Commission

Cancer Research UK (CRUK)

Carocell Bio Limited

Cell Signaling Technology

Cellomatics BioSciences Ltd

Centre for Process Innovation (CPI)

Charles Consultants (Life Sciences) Ltd

Charnwood Campus Management Ltd

Chiesi Limited

Silver Members
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Child Growth Foundation

CIMYM BioSciences Ltd

CK Group

Closed Loop Medicine Limited

CN Bio Innovations

Collaborative Drug Discovery

Congenica Ltd

Coulter Partners

Creative Places LLP

Crescendo Biologics

Cryoniss Ltd.

CW (Cambridge Wireless Ltd)

CY Partners Recruitment Limited

D Young & Co LLP

Deliver Plus Limited

Deloitte

Discovery Park Limited

DLRC Ltd

DNAe Group Holdings Ltd

Dr Clare Sansom Freelance Science Writer

DyoDelta Biosciences Ltd

Eagle Genomics Ltd

Earlham Institute

Eastern AHSN

EIP

Eleven Therapeutics (UK) Limited

Elixa MediScience Ltd

Embassy of Switzerland

EMBL-EBI

Epidarex Capital

Epitopea Ltd

Ergomed PLC

Eurofins Genomics UK Ltd

Eurofins Selcia Limited

Evotec UK Ltd

ExecMind International Executive Search

Fieldfisher LLP - Life Science Team

Fisher Scientific UK

FOx Biosystems NV

Freeline Therapeutics Limited

Freeths LLP

F-star Therapeutics Limited

Fusion Antibodies PLC

Gallagher Life Sciences Practice (UK)

GCR Camprop Fourteen Limited

Genomics England

George James Ltd

Government of Québec

Haier Biomedical UK Limited

HC Pharma Consultancy Limited

Health and Safety Works Ltd

Health Tech Enterprise

Highbury Regulatory Science Limited

Horus Security Consultancy

Howard Group - Howard Ventures

Immodulon Therapeutics

Independent - Martino Picardo

Independent - Masood Ahmed

Independent - Miranda Weston-Smith

Infex Therapeutics Limited

Innomech Ltd

IONTAS Ltd

IP Pragmatics Limited

Isogenica Ltd

Isomerase Therapeutics Ltd

J A Kemp LLP

Johnson & Johnson Innovation (JnJ)

Kathryn Simpson Consulting Limited

Silver Members/...cont
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Kelyon

Kidney Research UK

King’s College London (KCL)

KISS Communications

Lateral Partners Limited

Latham & Watkins

LifeArc

Lifesci Search Limited

LifeSciences British Columbia

LINK-J (Life Science Innovation Network Japan, Inc)

Macfarlan Smith (Veranova - Cambridge)

Management Learning & Coaching Limited

Mandeville Technology Limited

Marks & Clerk

Mathys & Squire LLP

MedCity

Medical Research Council (MRC)

Mercury Bioscience Consultants Ltd

Mestag Therapeutics Limited

Metrion Biosciences

Mewburn Ellis LLP

Mills & Reeve LLP

Mind Over Cancer

Mission Therapeutics Limited

Mogrify Limited

Monument Therapeutics Limited

MultiplAI Health

Murray International Partners Ltd

MyData-T Ltd

NanoSyrinx Limited

Neobe Therapeutics Limited

New England Biolabs (UK) Ltd

Nexus Intelligent Engineering

North Highland

Oak Zone Biotech UK Limited

OMass Therapeutics

OncoLytika Ltd

ONO Pharma UK Ltd

Onyva the Agency

Optimum Strategic Communications

Osborne Clarke

Parkinson’s Concierge

PCR Bio Systems Limited

PeproTech EC Ltd

Phaim Pharma Ltd

Pharma International

PharmaGuide Ltd

PharmaLex UK

Pharmaron UK Ltd

PharmEnable Limited

Pharmidex Pharmaceutical Services Ltd

Phico Therapeutics Ltd

Photography for Healthcare & Biotech

PiR International

PPMLD Ltd

PrecisionLife Ltd

ProActive Study Management

ProPharma Partners Limited

Protogenia Consulting Ltd

QRC Consultants Ltd

Quadram Institute Bioscience

Queen Mary Innovation Ltd

Queen Mary University of London (Business Devel-

opment)

Quotient Sciences Ltd

Reddie & Grose LLP

Reed Scientific

Release Life Sciences and Diagnostics Ltd (RLS)
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Research Solutions Inc - UK

Researcher

Restore Harrow Green

Riverlabs (Ware, UK)

Sagittarius IP

Sampled

Scendea Ltd

SCi Partners LLP

Science Developments Ltd

Sense Biodetection Ltd

Shionogi B.V.

Silicon Valley Bank

Simcere UK Limited

Singular Talent Limited

SIP Cambridge

Sky Bio Ltd

Sookio Limited

Sosei Heptares  - Cambridge

Source Bioscience - Genomics Unit

Sphere Fluidics Limited

SRG

St John’s Innovation Centre Ltd

STARLAB (UK) Ltd

Storm Therapeutics Ltd

Suzanne Meenan Consulting

Sygnature Discovery Ltd

Taylor Vinters

The Brain Tumour Charity

The Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre 

(CCDC)

The Communications Strategy Group Inc.

The Institute of Cancer Research

Theradex (Europe) Ltd

Trident BioPharm Solutions Limited

TTP plc

Turn Life Science Solutions

UK Health Security Agency (UKHSA)

UKSPA

University College London (UCL)

University of Cambridge

University of Essex - Research and Enterprise Office

University of Nottingham – Corporate Partnerships

Vaccitech (UK) Ltd

ValiRx Plc

Varsity Pharmaceuticals Limited

VasoDynamics Ltd

Venner Shipley LLP

VirdisGroup Ltd

Voisin Consulting Life Sciences

Waracle - Digital Health

We are Pioneer Group - Life Sciences Team

Withers & Rogers LLP

WuXi AppTec UK Ltd
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• Membership

• Training Courses

• One Nucleus Events

• Industry Events

• Facilities Management

• Sponsorship Opportunities

 
Find Out More

• Purchasing Scheme

• Member to Member Discounts

• Sector Data

• Member Job Vacancies 

• Member News

• One Nucleus Blog

Did you  
   know?
If your employer is a One Nucleus Member,  
that means YOU’RE a Member too! 

How can the One Nucleus Membership benefit you?

As a Member you can...

• Attend our events for free or at a discounted rate
• Save money on third party events and services
• Post company news, jobs and events on our website 
• Develop yourself via Training courses
• Write a guest blog for publication

Email info@onenucleus.com for more information.

https://bit.ly/2XlkJSt
https://bit.ly/2TuAaqp
https://bit.ly/2LQ8W9v
https://bit.ly/2zlYDr1
https://bit.ly/3geRqtp
https://bit.ly/36j7yWu
https://bit.ly/2TvPyTo
https://bit.ly/2ZDDt2H
https://bit.ly/3bVGspv
https://bit.ly/3edpOD9
https://bit.ly/2TtvP78
https://bit.ly/2ARKp1I
mailto:info%40onenucleus.com?subject=
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